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Chapter 1: Supporting Indigenous Queer-2S Students in Culturally Safer School Spaces 

Description of Project 

In their report, The First National Climate Survey on Homophobia, Biphobia, and 

Transphobia in Canadian Schools, Taylor and Peter (2011) noted that “students hear ‘that’s gay’ 

and ‘faggot’ and ‘lezbo’ every day at school” (p.10). Some students are able to disregard these 

harmful comments, while others are not. Other youth face even more discrimination as they are 

doubly marginalized in schools, identifying membership in both the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 

Transgender, Queer, Two-Spirit community (LGBTQ2S and referred to as Q-2S in this study) 

and their ethnic or racialized community, or, as in the case of this study’s student group, their 

First Nation, Métis or Inuit community (FNMI and referred to as Indigenous in this study). 

Derogatory names, hurtful comments, micro-aggressions as well as acts of racism can all cause 

significant harms in educational contexts, such as schools and classrooms, making education 

unsafe or schools quite terrifying, leading to high drop-out rates, increased risks for mental 

health problems, including suicide, and compounding long-term oppressions in children’s lives, 

such as chronic unemployment and poverty (Craig, McInroy & Austin, 2018; van Wormer & 

McKinney, 2003; Walters, Horwath & Simoni, 2001). For these reasons, it is essential that queer 

teachers, such as myself, become role models and work to create culturally safer spaces for 

Indigenous Q-2S students and their families, who often experience multiple exclusions, 

oppressions and harms while trying to obtain their right to equal or equitable education.  

As an experienced Gender and Sexual Alliance (GSA) teacher-mentor and an 

experienced teacher in northern/remote First Nation communities, I demonstrate to other settler-

teachers how to engage Q-2S Indigenous youth through an autoethnography of my own GSA 

teaching with multiple queer and 2S youth groups. This autoethnography aims to explore and 

develop an indigenized trauma-informed pedagogy that aims to recognize the intersection of 
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ongoing historical oppressions, human rights’ struggles, and injustices against Indigenous and Q-

2S communities (Morgensen, 2012). I demonstrate this Q-2S trauma-informed safer space 

pedagogy through three tasks: (1) a review of the relevant literature on the socio-cultural-

historical roles of Indigenous Q-2S people, the effects of colonization which continue as harmful 

realities in schools, and examples of safer, more inclusive spaces such as GSA programs that can 

help support Indigenous Q-2S students and ensure greater cultural safety (Barker, Goodman, & 

DeBeck, 2017) in schools; (2) autoethnographic reflections and stories to compare my lived 

experiences as a gay White settler teacher in two very different school districts (one large 

southern Ontario board with ethnically diverse, newcomer and racialized students and a remote 

northern Ontario district of reserve schools and only Indigenous youth/families); and lastly, (3) a 

workshop for staff and colleagues to share my research on how to support gender/sexuality 

diverse students and foster more inclusive spaces of belonging and cultural safety for Indigenous 

Queer-2S youth in urban schools.
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Background and Rationale 

Background - Situating Myself 

Situating or locating oneself is an important practice in most Indigenous communities 

across Turtle Island. Hindle, Hyndes, Phillips and Rameka (2015) highlight the practice of 

locating oneself from a Maori perspective during introductory speeches called Mihimihi. The 

Mihimihi allow people to situate themselves “across physical, cultural and social landscapes to 

establish connections to all those who are present” (p. 85). I locate myself as a white settler, as 

one whose ancestors do not originate where I currently reside or on these lands called Canada. I 

do this to highlight my own limited cultural understandings of history and connections to 

Indigenous community while attempting to braid my life into greater ethical relationality with 

Indigenous Peoples. I aim to not speak from or reproduce the easy or dominant settler stance of a 

“perfect stranger” (Higgins, Madden & Korteweg, 2015) where settlers feel entitled to declare no 

connection to Indigenous peoples or guilt for settler-colonialism. As an educator who wants to 

reduce the harms and ongoing impacts of colonization in schools, I need to first recognize and 

respect the traditional territory or homelands of the Fort William First Nation, and to be in better 

relations to my treaty partners, the Anishinaabeg of the 1850 Robinson-Superior treaty, along 

with the many First Peoples of Northwestern Ontario such as the Grand Council of Treaty #3 

(the Anishinaabe), the Métis, and the people of Treaty #9 (the Nishnawbe Aski), who all make 

Thunder Bay their home and send their children to the city’s schools. I am a White man of 

Northern European, Finnish and Russian heritage whose parents and grand-parents came to this 

land for a better life and settled on stolen Indigenous lands, without contending with this original 

and ongoing crime of settler-colonialism. I have arrived in a place where I can acknowledge both 

my unearned settler privilege as well as my role and responsibilities to develop respectful 
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relationships with Indigenous students/families to make Thunder Bay schools culturally safe 

(Gerlach, Browne & Greenwood, 2017).  

I grew up in Northern Ontario, specifically in Thunder Bay, with very close connections 

to family and the Finnish community. I also identify with a minority community that has been 

and continues to be ostracized, ridiculed, and violently attacked, physically and mentally across 

Canada because I am a gay man and teacher. But I only speak from one minority perspective as 

gay or queer, rather than from an intersectional identity of race and sexuality. For many years, I 

have been a teacher-mentor to queer racialized youth and their allies in GSA programs in a 

predominantly South-Asian suburb in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). I have also lived and 

worked in Indigenous communities, but recognize that I cannot speak directly for, or generalize 

about Indigenous issues, practices, or cultural ways of knowing as a non-Indigenous person or 

Canadian settler. I consciously document this portfolio research journey as a critically reflexive 

settler educator to not disengage from “settler moves to innocence” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 

10)—those moves that excuse or redeem settlers from their complicit ongoing racism in 

perpetuating cultural genocide through teaching, while believing we are distanced from these 

systemic forces or somehow enlightened beyond reproducing settler colonialism. Instead, the 

goal of my teaching and portfolio work is to focus on and best serve Indigenous Q-2S youth, 

families, and communities by working to transform school spaces, away from institutionalized 

colonial harms and towards a foundation of Indigenous cultural safety.  

Through the relationships I have developed personally and professionally with 

Indigenous youth in communities of the Far North and with queer racialized youth in the GTA of 

Southern Ontario, I am now in a better place of understanding relationality with Q-2S students. 

Through this portfolio, I offer humble insights as a white teacher-researcher to help shift my 
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settler colleagues’ perspectives and pedagogies to ensure more efforts at reconciliation through 

settler teacher de/colonizing (Madden, 2019). I believe sharing my stories of teacher change, 

with mistakes, discomfort, and growth, can provide new understandings of queer and Two-Spirit 

Indigenous students. By describing my own settler de/colonizing journey, I can support other 

settler teachers to enact greater reconciliation and respectful relations with Indigenous 

students/families through culturally safer and sustaining spaces in schools and classrooms.  
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Portfolio Tasks 

Introduction to Tasks 

The primary purpose of this portfolio is to help educators understand the importance of 

culturally safer spaces for Indigenous Queer-2 Spirit (Q-2S) youth in schools. Safer spaces for 

Indigenous Q-2S youth that are culturally relevant and trauma-informed will not only provide an 

inclusive space where youth can express their diverse gender-sexual selves, but it may also 

create open spaces within schools where Indigenous students can reclaim their cultural identities 

(Barker, Goodman & DeBeck, 2017). When Indigenous Q-2S youth find a place of belonging in 

a school-based community (e.g., a GSA), then the potential is increased to help reduce rates of 

self-harm or suicide among these youth while increasing graduation rates or academic success as 

well as overall student wellbeing. 

Task #1 - Literature Review 

The first task is a review of pertinent literature that addresses the following research 

topics and issues: the historical role of Indigenous Q-2S people in their communities; the effects 

of colonization which have led to present day harms and ongoing colonial realities for 

Indigenous Q-2S communities; how schools can become spaces attuned to decolonization and 

actions for reconciliation; and, how queer safe spaces such as GSA programs in schools can 

model approaches that support Indigenous Q-2S students to self-determine and reclaim their own 

education. The literature review’s purpose is to build the research framework for tasks #2 and #3.  

Task #2 – Autoethnographic Narrative  

 Ellis (2004) and Holman Jones (2005) define autoethnography as “an approach to 

research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyze personal experience in 

order to understand cultural experience” (as cited in Ellis, Adams & Bochner, 2010, n.p.). As a 
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white settler male teacher, I am unable to speak directly for Indigenous youth or cultures but 

hope to help other educators on a path towards “education-as-reconciliation” (Korteweg & 

Fiddler, 2018, p. 256), an engaged praxis for repairing settler-colonial harms and improving 

ethical relationality, through reflecting on my own lived experiences as documented in a learning 

journal or autoethnography. Autoethnographies resist colonial research methods whereby the 

colonizer exploits a culture for their own gain (Conquergood, 1991; Ellis, 2007; Riedmann, 

1993, as cited in Ellis et al., 2010; Ellis, 2008). Gilley (2006) notes that it can be difficult to 

conduct fieldwork in a community to which a researcher does not belong, thus, I write task #2 

from the positionality of a gay/queer educator and my involvement with intersectional 

communities of racialized and gender/sexuality diverse students. This autoethnographic study 

not only allows me to directly relate to and participate in decolonial queer pedagogy (Driskill, 

2010; Ellasante, 2021; Nichols, 2018) but it also highlights culturally inclusive experiences with 

queer youth and families that can help other educators approach Indigenous Queer-2S students 

with greater understanding and empathy (Ellis, 2008; Ellis et al., 2010). 

Task #3 – Workshop for Educators: Supporting Indigenous gender/sexuality diverse students 

The final portfolio task is a culminating representation of my research that is mobilized 

into a workshop for educator colleagues to improve the school environment for Indigenous 

gender/sexuality diverse students or Q-2S youth through decolonial GSA programs. The 

workshop will engage teacher colleagues in a decolonial queer pedagogy, highlighted and 

illustrated by my own lived experiences of unlearning and unsettling my colonial approach. I 

will also demonstrate this approach with relevant research and resources to guide staff towards 

thinking through more culturally safe, sustaining, and sensitive learning environments for their 
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own schools. I intend to deliver this workshop through professional development sessions within 

my school and across the board.  

 
Definitions of Key Terms 

 The following terms and definitions will help to highlight some of the key ideas within 

the portfolio tasks including the literature review. Many of these definitions are paraphrased or 

direct quotes from researchers in the field. 

Queer-2S: Mayo (2013) and McCready (2004) use queer as an umbrella term for lesbian, 

gay, bisexual, transgender, and all others who claim a nonnormative, non-heterosexual identity. 

For the purposes of this portfolio the 2S, or Two-Spirit, is added to represent some Indigenous 

Peoples who identify within the Queer or LGBTQ categories, as well as others who do not 

identify within those categories but instead have a deeper spiritual and cultural connection 

(Garrett & Barret, 2003; Gilley, 2006; Lang, 2016) 

GSA: Gay-Straight Alliances (or more recently for greater inclusivity called Gender and 

Sexuality Alliances) are “meant to be a safe and supportive social space for students from the 

LGBTQ community and allies” (Tompkins, Kearns & Mitton-Kükner, 2017, p. 694).  

Indigenous Cultural Safety: According to Papps and Ramsden (1996) in reference to 

nursing and midwifery services, “cultural safety places an obligation on the nurse or midwife to 

provide care within the framework of recognizing and respecting the difference of any 

individual… [it] addresses power relationships between the service provider and the people who 

use the service” (pp. 493-494). It also empowers the users of the service to determine if the user 

felt safe. For the purposes of this portfolio, the same definition of cultural safety will also be 

applied to education contexts. 
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Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy: Paris (2012) states that “culturally sustaining 

pedagogy seeks to perpetuate and foster—to sustain—linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism 

as part of the democratic project of schooling” (p. 95). Paris (2012) highlights that in process of 

being culturally sustaining we should not generalize, simplify, or connect only to past cultural 

identities, instead “we must be open to sustaining them in both the traditional and evolving ways 

they are lived and used to contemporary young people” (p. 95). 

Safe Spaces: Polletta (1999) defines safe spaces as “small-scale settings within a 

community or movement that are removed from the direct control of dominant groups, are 

voluntarily participated in, and generate the cultural challenge that precedes or accompanies 

political mobilization” (p. 1). Fetner, Elafros, Bortolin, and Drechsler (2012) argue that safe 

spaces encompass three dimensions, including “context (safe from what?), membership (safe for 

whom?), and activity (safe to do what?)” (p. 204); however, whether a space is safe or not is 

dependent on the participants feelings of safety.  

Settler Colonialism: Tuck and Yang (2012) emphasise the role of land and ownership, 

when they define settler colonialism: 

… different from other forms of colonialism in that settlers come with the intention of 

making a new home on the land, a homemaking that insists on settler sovereignty over all 

things in their new domain….Within settler colonialism, the most important concern is 

land/water/air/subterranean earth….Land is what is most valuable, contested, required. 

This is both because the settlers make Indigenous land their new home and source of 

capital, and also because the disruption of Indigenous relationships to land represents a 

profound epistemic, ontological, cosmological violence. This violence is not temporally 

contained in the arrival of the settler but is reasserted each day of occupation. (p. 5) 
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Decolonization: Tuck and Yang (2012) note that “decolonization in the settler colonial 

context must involve the repatriation of land, simultaneous to the recognition of how land and 

relations to land have always already been differently understood and enacted” (p. 7). Given the 

definition of decolonization by Tuck and Yang (2012), the portfolio itself cannot be used as a 

tool to decolonize schools through rematriation of land. Instead, I will ensure that the portfolio 

will not employ the term, decolonization, as a metaphor or method for “settler moves to 

innocence” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 10) that aim to absolve settlers from the harms of ongoing 

land dispossession against Indigenous peoples. 

Reconciliation: The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2015a) highlights 

that,  

reconciliation is about establishing and maintaining a mutually respectful relationship 

between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in this country... there has to be 

awareness of the past, acknowledgement of the harm that has been inflicted, atonement 

for the causes, and action to change behaviour. (pp. 6-7)  

Reconciliation by settler educators is the main purpose of this portfolio as it is meant to displace 

settler-colonialism in schools while opening space in education for Indigenous LGBTQ-2S 

peoples to reclaim their cultural identities and community sovereignty.  
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Chapter 2: Methods/Methodology 

As a white settler educator, I approach this Indigenous education study with great critical 

humility, acknowledging that I am not an expert in Indigenous Knowledge (IK) or cultures, nor 

do I have any of the lived experiences of racism against racialized peoples (Black, Indigenous 

and People of colour, BIPOC) in Canada. However, through this project, I do hope to take 

responsibility for settler colonial harms in schools by researching how to develop culturally safe 

space spaces in schools to support and improve the school environment for Indigenous Q-2S 

students.  

In task 1, I review pertinent literature on topics relevant to this portfolio, including 

current and historical research focused on Indigenous Q-2S peoples and their 

communities/cultures, first centering Indigenous scholars who are in relation, and then those 

non-Indigenous scholars who work directly with Indigenous communities.  

For task 2, my autoethnography uses my own stories from my time as the co-lead teacher 

of a GSA/GSD club in a Greater Toronto Area (GTA) secondary school. I describe, reflect, and 

analyze my experiences in trying to relate with newcomer/immigrant families and other BIPOC 

communities to draw patterns of commonalities or differences relevant for supporting northern 

Ontario Indigenous Q-2S youth. It should be noted that Ellis (2004) and Holman Jones (2005) 

define autoethnography as “an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and 

systematically analyze personal experience in order to understand cultural experience” (as cited 

in Ellis, Adams & Bochner, 2010, n.p.). Through this task, I document how I came to understand 

the intersectionality of queer youth issues with race, ethnicity, and culture by reliving 

experiences and remembering stories of my teacher attempts to relate to the distinct cultures of 

these GSA/GSD students and their families. I further expand on this task to (re)generate or 
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reconfigure these key patterns or concepts to bring into relation with Indigenous Q-2S youth in 

Northern Ontario. My purpose is to de/colonize settler-colonial patriarchal heteronormativity to 

"centre Indigenous thought, disrupt colonial relations, and eliminate the potential for pan-

Indian philosophical approaches to pedagogies” (Styres, 2017, p. 17). 

For task 3, I combine the research from task 1 with the narratives from task 2 to develop 

a research-based power point presentation and workshop for teacher-colleagues to better engage 

and improve the school environment for Indigenous Q-2S students in northern Ontario. The 

presentation is designed to help educators conceptualize and develop safer spaces for Indigenous 

Q-2S students in their own school programs and to focus on inclusivity, cultural sustainability 

and decolonial pedagogies for all Indigenous students and their communities.  

Ethics Review 

As my portfolio does not involve the examination of human participants as data, I did not 

seek approval from the Research Ethics Board at Lakehead University. However, this portfolio is 

intentional in its stance to follow the four Rs of Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991) which are 

consistent with a decolonial pedagogy inclusive of respect, relevance, reciprocity, and 

responsibility. First, I value respect for Indigenous cultural integrity by acknowledging and 

incorporating “cultural knowledge, traditions and core values” (p. 6) whenever indicated in the 

Indigenous scholarship. Second, I sought to produce knowledge that was relevant for Indigenous 

Q-2S peoples as well as examine my own biased views and practices against the twelve 

“standards” identified by Hampton (1988) to steer away from unknowingly continuing settler-

colonialism in education. Third, reciprocity is demonstrated in this portfolio by placing an 

emphasis “on making teaching and learning two-way processes, in which the give-and-take 

between [teachers] and students opens up new levels of understanding for everyone” (p. 10). 
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Lastly, I demonstrate “responsibility through participation” (p. 11) by ensuring that the tasks 

within the portfolio, including developing school programs such as GSA/GSDs, are accessible 

and allow Indigenous Q-2S students and their families the “opportunity to exercise control” (p. 

11).  
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 

Introduction 

“White teachers [often] deliver a curriculum that is reflective of and shaped by 

eurocentrism and whiteness” (Higgins, Madden & Korteweg, 2015, p. 251), demonstrating how 

even well-intentioned educators can still lead Indigenous LGBTQ and Two-Spirit youth (further 

referred to as Q-2S) to become invisible or victims of racism and homophobia (Kosciw, Diaz & 

Greytak, 2008). Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) or Gender and Sexual Diversity (GSD) clubs that 

are culturally safe and sustaining, however, can become safer and braver spaces for Indigenous 

Q-2S and other racialized queer youth. This literature review examines the historical struggles of 

Indigenous Q-2S people and the role that education can play in the recognition 

of homophobic oppressions and the advocacy for these marginalized children’s rights. This 

literature review will demonstrate with established literature how schools and teachers could 

help shift curriculum and programming towards reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples and 

social justice for queer communities. Teachers can play a key role in addressing the ongoing 

settler-colonial dominance (Higgins, Madden & Korteweg, 2015; Loutzenheiser, 2015; Tuck & 

Yang, 2012) and multiple oppressions against Indigenous queer students and families (Korteweg 

& Fiddler, 2018) on the path towards reconciliation-in-education (Calls #62 and #63, Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015b) through the establishment of safer spaces in 

schools. 

Historical Context of Indigenous Q-2S People 

Historically, Indigenous Q-2S community members were accepted within some 

Indigenous communities before colonization (Garrett & Barret, 2003; Gilley, 2006; Mayo & 

Sheppard, 2012). It must be stated that Indigenous communities are all different or unique, rather 
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than risk categorizing them all as pan-Indigenous which is a colonial strategy of erasure. Each 

tribe or Indigenous community has practices, values and beliefs which may or may not be similar 

to other communities (Kirmayer, Tait, & Simpson, 2009). Many Indigenous communities, 

however, viewed gender and sexuality as fluid and non-binary (Aspin & Hutchings, 2007; Mayo 

& Sheppard, 2012; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Sheppard & Mayo, 2013; Walters et al., 

2001). Some men identified with female roles, some females identified with male roles, and 

some took mates of the same or opposite sex, depending on their sexual orientation (Adams & 

Phillips, 2009; Goulet, 1996; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004). 

Blackwood (1997) and Cromwell (1997) also lend evidence to research regarding fluid 

gender roles in Indigenous communities, when they reference Two-Spirit men who helped make 

pottery and baskets and Two-Spirit women who hunted and engaged in war. Bittner (2014), 

Mayo and Sheppard (2012), and Robinson (2014) refer to Dakota words such as Winkte and Dine 

(Navajo) words such as Nadleehe or Nadleehi to suggest that through language, Indigenous 

communities accepted LGBTQ and Two-Spirit people. However, colonization brought European 

settler beliefs of gender and sexuality, where binaries, male or female, heterosexual or 

homosexual, were the dominant norms (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Bittner, 2014; Gilley, 2006; 

Morgensen, 2012; Robinson, 2014). Within these binary beliefs, homosexuality and gender 

fluidity were not openly accepted (Aspin & Hutchings, 2007; Bittner, 2014; Meyer-Cook & 

Labelle, 2004). Instead, the imposition of these beliefs on Indigenous Peoples and communities 

caused Indigenous LBGTQ and Two-Spirit people to go into hiding, and many were forced out 

of their esteemed roles and valued positions in the community. (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Bittner, 

2014; Gilley, 2006; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012).  
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Since many Q-2S people were not the bearers of children, they often held leadership roles 

within the community (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Garrett & Barret, 2003). Two-Spirit people 

were spiritual leaders and respected because they were able to see aspects of life through female 

and male spirits (Garrett & Barret, 2003). Others within the Indigenous Q-2S community were 

often educators, healers, and community leaders (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Garrett & Barret, 

2003), whose “qualities were seen to add value and contribute to life within the communities” 

(Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004, p. 30). Many historical accounts depict Two-Spirit people in 

these esteemed positions within the community. Oral and documented accounts, as well as 

artifacts such as carvings, paintings, and sculptures, were passed down and show the inclusion of 

Q-2S people (Aspin & Hutchings, 2007; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012). With the arrival of European 

settlers, many of the artifacts were destroyed, oral history tainted by non-inclusive beliefs, and 

projects to eliminate Indigenous Q-2S people were enacted (Aspin & Hutchings, 2007; Meyer-

Cook & Labelle, 2004; Morgensen, 2012). 

Present Day Realities for Remote and Urban Indigenous Q-2S People 

With the erasure of historical truths and mass oppression through systems such as the 

Indian Residential School (IRS), education was employed to colonize and assimilate Indigenous 

Peoples into the dominant settler population and colonization continues to impact Indigenous Q-

2S communities, with the erasure of traditional Indigenous gender roles and protocols (Garrett & 

Barret, 2003; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Morgensen, 2012; Robinson, 2014, 2017). Where 

they once prospered, Indigenous Q-2S people now face many psychosocial, socioeconomic and 

physical abuses (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Erney & Weber, 2018; Robinson, 2017; Walters et al., 

2001). Many families and communities reject Q-2S people because of the influences of Euro-

western religions that see them as sinful (Bittner, 2014; Robinson, 2014; van Wormer & 
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McKinney, 2003). Lang (2016) notes that “homophobia was rampant both on the reservations 

and in urban Native contexts when I did my fieldwork” (p. 300) and through further research, she 

suggests that not much has changed. Gilley (2006) noted that,  

Although Two-Spirit men share the general view that Indian people are victims of 

colonialism and pressures to acculturate, they are also critical of tribal leaders for not 

holding on to traditions of gender diversity as they did other cultural practices. In this 

way, Two-Spirit men see the respect once given gender diversity as a part of the historic 

traditional values that Indian people now venerate. In contrast, many non-gay Indians see 

same-sex relationships and gender difference as something that did not exist historically 

and should not be recognized as associated with contemporary Native peoples. (p. 61)  

The present view in many communities can make it difficult for Q-2S people to be accepted or 

even tolerated (Gilley, 2006; Mayo, 2007). In many remote or isolated communities, especially 

in Northern Ontario, the influence of the Catholic Church is still quite strong (Chacaby & 

Plummer, 2016). According to Kosciw, Diaz, and Greytak (2008) Q-2S youth in remote and 

rural communities have very limited access to LGBT+ related resources and supports. For this 

reason, many Indigenous community members who identify as Q-2S turn to urban centres as a 

way out of the community in order to situate themselves in a place of inclusion (Gilley, 2006); 

however, their Indigenous identity is often another barrier they face (Adams & Phillips, 2009; 

Garrett & Barret, 2003; Gilley, 2006; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Robinson, 2017). They are 

more likely to experience verbal, physical and sexual assaults than other white LGBTQ+ people 

in urban centres (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Garrett & Barret, 2003; Loutzenheiser, 2015; 

Robinson, 2017; Taylor & Peter, 2011), leading to additional trauma. The trauma experienced by 

Indigenous Peoples due to continued colonization is multigenerational, Indigenous Q-2S people, 
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in particular, are more susceptible to mental health, substance abuse, and instances of self-harm 

(Balsam, Huang, Fieland, Simoni, & Walters, 2004; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Robinson, 

2017; Walters et al., 2001). “According to the Public Health Agency of Canada, First Nations 

youth suffer suicide rates five to seven times that of their non-Indigenous peer group, while Inuit 

youth suffer suicide rates 11 times the Canadian average – among the highest suicide rates in the 

world” (Government of Canada, 2006, as cited in Baker, Goodman & DeBeck, 2017, p. 208). 

Many Indigenous Q-2S people also live in poverty, struggling to regain their rightful place as a 

respected leader in the community (Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Robinson, 2017). However, 

with societal changes, including policies of inclusion, Indigenous Q-2S people are beginning to 

assert themselves as leaders within some of their communities (Robinson, 2014). One of the 

policies of inclusion for Q-2S peoples in the area of education are Gay-Straight Alliances 

(GSAs) which provide a safe space for Q-2S youth.  

Gay-Straight Alliance or Gender and Sexuality Alliance (GSAs) Programs 

Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) programs can have multiple roles. From a club that meets 

regularly to support Q-2S students and their allies, to a program that seeks to make a societal 

change (Fetner, Elafros, Bortolin, & Drechsler, 2012; Poteat, Yoshikawa, Calzo, Russell, & 

Horn, 2017). Stonefish and Lafreniere (2015) note that Gay-Straight Alliances 

direct their efforts to educating as wide a circle as possible based on the ideology of 

inclusion. GSAs [Gay-Straight Alliances] draw on multiple resources to empower 

through knowledge and create genuine opportunities for change. GSAs provide a space 

for LGBTQ+ youth to intellectually explore their subculture(s) and to safely deal with 

the challenges of sexual and gender diversity. (p. 19) 
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However, the reach and success of GSAs are dependent on the commitment and beliefs that 

students, teachers, administrators and the community have (Mayo, 2013). When the community 

does not believe in, or support, Q-2S peoples, Gay-Straight Alliance programs and clubs can be 

difficult to organize (Mayberry et al., 2013). Thus, the development of inclusive policies to allow 

students to request the development of Gay-Straight Alliance programs and clubs has made a 

difference for many Q-2S students (Mayo, 2013; Robinson, 2014). 

GSA Programs as Safer Spaces 

A safe space can be defined as a supportive space for vulnerable, socially isolated and 

marginalized individuals, however, “it is not altogether clear what counts as a safe space” (Fetner 

et al., 2012, p. 189). Gay-Straight Alliance or more recently referred to as Gender and Sexuality 

Alliance (GSA) programs are often perceived as safe spaces for LGBTQ youth (Fetner et al., 

2012; Mayberry et al., 2013; Mayo, 2013; Morrison, 2012; Stonefish & Lafreniere, 2015; 

Toomey et al., 2011). As a safe space, GSA programs and clubs allow students that identify as 

queer and allies to come together in a space to support one another (Morrison, 2012). In this 

space, usually with an adult advisor, students can openly discuss their concerns, their experiences 

in the school and community, or plan events aimed at social change (Fetner et al., 2012). It is a 

space where all in attendance should feel welcomed and accepted (Morrison, 2012). Fetner et al. 

(2012) note that in some instances, students and property involved in GSA programs face 

hostility and can be subject to threats, menace or vandalism by other members of the school 

community. Although conceptualized as a safe space, students have been targeted due to their 

affiliation with the GSA (Fetner et al., 2012).  

Morrison (2012) indicates that the title itself can be seen as limiting in the sense that it is 

binary or where members are either gay or straight. Fetner et al. (2012) outline how some groups 
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were not able to call themselves a GSA but instead had to use a more general equity-focused title 

such as social justice clubs. Fetner et al. (2012) and McCready (2004a) also highlight the need 

for more inclusion of racialized students and different gender identities because GSA programs 

can cause students of colour to feel invisible due to dual marginalizations of race and gender 

identity/sexuality, or the programs themselves may be racist by design (Betro, 2014; Fetner et al., 

2012). Conversely, Mayo (2013) argues that although these issues do arise, GSA programs 

improve the atmosphere of most schools by showing greater acceptance towards queer people. 

GSA programs can also be cooperative places of activism where queer and ally students work 

together to change the perception or beliefs of others in their school or the wider community 

(Fetner et al., 2012; Mayberry et al., 2013; Mayo, 2013; Morrison, 2012) 

GSA Programs as Safer Spaces for Racialized Students 

 Taylor and Peter (2011) note that “very few statistically significant findings surfaced 

about the experiences of LGBTQ[2S] [Indigenous] youth in Canadian schools in [their] report” 

(p. 21). It is important to recognize the intersection of queer identity and race as “separately and 

together, [because] these identities are often subjected to bias, discrimination and current and 

historical oppression by communities and public systems” (Erney & Weber, 2018, p. 151). For 

this compelling reason of intersectional marginalizations as well as the very limited research on 

the question of GSA programs as safe spaces for Indigenous students, my study focuses on 

research that centres racialized queer students. However, it should be noted that not all racialized 

queer people have the same lived experience of culture, community, language or history (Fox & 

Ore, 2010).  

Stonefish and Lafreniere (2015) suggest that GSAs have been a key component of the 

recognition and inclusion of queer issues, however, Blackburn and McCready (2009) suggest 
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that GSA programs are often inadequate for racialized youth and further normalize whiteness. 

Fetner et al. (2012) and Mayo (2013) emphasize this argument noting that white power and 

privilege in school GSAs can marginalize queer youth of colour through exclusionary practices 

based on race. Research conducted by Fetner et al. (2012) found that “students of colour… were 

most likely to be marginalized in these groups, while straight [white] students were welcomed” 

(p. 201). McCready (2004b) also posits that racialized youth do not feel safe in schools and 

extracurricular programs because schools and programs do not provide the safety they need from 

other students of colour; “David believed his [lighter] skin colour combined with his gender non-

conformity, seemed to position him outside the boundaries of Blackness in the eyes of his Black 

peers” (p. 139). While Cruz (2008) highlights that racialized students may feel fear of 

persecution or isolation from their families or communities, Mayo (2013) notes that the lack of 

faculty of colour at GSA meetings leads to fewer students of colour “coming out” to meetings, 

instead choosing other clubs or supports which reflect their racial, ethnic or cultural 

backgrounds. From an even bigger perspective than GSA programs, Loutzenheiser (2015) notes 

that school boards often overlook or minimize the importance of race in queer policies,  

neglect[ing] to recognize the racialized and Indigenous communities that may have a 

different relationship to sexual orientation and/or gender identity, or may experience 

homophobic/heteronormative/transphobic harassment and violence differently than those 

not bearing the weight of White privilege and colonization. (p. 111)  

Although much research suggests that GSAs and queer policies can lead to BIPOC (Black, 

Indigenous and People of Colour) queer students remaining invisible, there are some who believe 

that GSAs can be a supportive and safe space for racialized students.  
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Mayo (2013) does suggest that the presence of a GSA can lead to positive experiences 

and safe spaces for any student who may be an ally or member of the queer community. Fox and 

Ore (2010) recommend reconsidering the idea of a safe space and instead adopting the notion of 

a “safe(r) space” (p. 631) which can be more inclusive of racialized students by questioning what 

the definition of safety means to each individual. The use of bibliotherapy in GSAs, especially 

sources that directly relate to the cultural identity of students of colour through literature such as 

books, poems, or other media can increase the motivation and self-confidence of these students, 

as well as address common misconceptions (Majied, 2010). A final key component to ensure that 

queer racialized youth are supported in GSAs is to ensure that they feel safe by having the 

multiple dimensions of their identity affirmed, so as not to promote colour-blind approaches, but 

instead recognize and authentically engage diversity (Craig, McInroy & Austin, 2018; Erney & 

Weber, 2018). 

Certainly, more research is needed to better understand and account for the specific needs 

of queer racialized people (Balsam et al., 2004; Craig et al., 2018; Mayberry et al., 2013; Poteat 

et al., 2017; Taylor & Peter, 2011). Fox and Ore (2010) argue that  

LGBT[Q2S+] safe spaces created as sites to feel comfortable, affirmed, and addressed 

are similarly inflected by the impulse to reconstruct a self with accesses to privilege 

rather than addressing the systemic and interconnecting violence and inequities that bring 

about the kind of illegitimacy and impropriety many different kinds of queer people 

experience. (p. 639) 

Thus, it is important for GSAs to not only act as safer spaces but to support and benefit all queer 

youth and allies and be a space of social change (Fox & Ore, 2010). 
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GSA Programs to mentor Students as Agents of Change 

The role of GSA programs and clubs is not only to provide a safe space for queer 

students and their allies, but to provide a space where they can meet to discuss how they can 

change the status quo (Blackburn & McCready, 2009; Fetner et al., 2012; Mayberry et al., 2013; 

Mayo, 2013; Morrison, 2012). 

While established initially to provide safe spaces and counselling supports within the 

academic setting, GSAs [Gay-Straight Alliances] transcend institutional boundaries by 

challenging prejudice and discrimination on a much larger scale. Built on a partnership 

between LGBTQ+ youth and their heterosexual allies, GSAs are grounded within the 

educational setting but are extending their reach beyond the confines of the institution. 

(Stonefish & Lafreniere, 2015, p. 11)  

Although Stonefish and Lafreniere (2015) outline the community reach GSA programs are 

attempting to make, Mayberry et al. (2013) suggest that some of the programs are simply social 

groups where students meet to hang out. In this case, GSA programs are not working towards 

making a change on a large scale, but are instead places of comfort, though, to some students, a 

place of comfort may be all they are seeking (Mayberry et al., 2013). Fetner et al. (2012) note 

that sometimes limited activism is not due to a lack of desired change or work on the part of 

students or staff in GSA programs, but instead due to restrictive policies beyond the control of 

the program. In these instances, GSA members have been unable to “create much policy change 

in their schools and communities” (Fetner et al., 2012, p. 201). However, many GSA programs, 

have made differences in communities where they can exist (Mayo, 2013; Morrison, 2012).  

Specific activism activities, aimed at societal change, organized by school GSA programs 

include the “day of silence,” where students bring attention to queer issues by drawing attention 
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to “cultural silence,” and “pride prom” where students can bring a same-sex date to prom (Fetner 

et al., 2012, p. 202). Morrison (2012) also outlines her work with a rural GSA program where 

members organized an “Acceptance Week” which included marches in the school and speeches. 

Morrison (2012) does note that although the activity was intended to bring about acceptance of 

queer youth, it felt rather like tolerance instead, where the school community simply did not 

argue against the existence of a GSA Alliance program. In the end, the activism of GSA 

programs is only as strong and beneficial as those students and staff who are leading the program 

(Fetner et al., 2012). To further the call of activism in GSA programs, it is essential to also 

include the voices of other marginalized groups within the queer community (Mayo & Sheppard, 

2012). McCready (2004b) notes that as more students of colour come to openly identify as 

LGBTQ2S+ GSA/GSD staff advisors need to examine the dominant representation of BIPOC 

and LGBTQ2S+ youth in mass media to  

recognize students who experiences differ from these representations… to [make] a 

conscious effort to use speakers bureaus and workshop facilitators that are racially 

diverse… [to decorate] the meeting rooms with queer historical figures from multiple 

racial, ethnic, and class backgrounds; having books, magazines, and other reading 

materials on hand that reflect a range of racial and ethnic experiences about queer 

identity; and [build] coalitions with other students and teachers who are broadly 

concerned with the ways multiple forms of oppression compromise the safety and 

effectiveness of urban schools. (p. 142)  
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Decolonization and Reconciliation to Improve Indigenous Cultural Safety for Youth in 

Schools 

 According to Tuck and Yang (2012), the critical issue of any decolonization or 

reconciliation attempt is the repatriation/rematriation of Indigenous lands. In regards to a 

decolonizing approach to education, Korteweg and Fiddler (2018) suggest that “education has to 

begin with Land because the primary act of colonization is stealing Indigenous land while 

instilling a neo-colonial ideology that legitimizes the occupation of Land by settlers, away from 

the rightful Indigenous homeland caretakers” (p. 265). In order to decolonize GSA programs, 

discussion and teachings of land will occur as the foundation of any Indigenous education but 

will not be the main or sole focus. Reconciliation in this study of culturally safer GSAs will be 

approached as “… establishing and maintaining respectful and healthy [Indigenous]–non-

[Indigenous] relationships in Canada” (Madden, 2019, p. 291). Decolonization and any attempts 

at indigenization must be grounded in historical truths and authentic community-determined 

practices (Gerlach et al., 2017; Madden, 2019) in order for settler educators to start a social 

imaginary that can open spaces of cultural safety where students and teachers build “capacity for 

intercultural understanding, empathy, and mutual respect” (Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission, 2015, p. 7) as action-oriented, accountability-focused reconciliation.  

 School safe spaces, such as GSAs, can become culturally safer for Indigenous Q-2S 

students when teacher-advisors acknowledge their settler privileges (Gerlach et al., 2017) and 

start decolonizing their biases, even unintentional, that maintain systemically colonial spaces of 

education. GSA teacher-advisors need to promote Indigenous cultural safety (ICS) that intersects 

with sexual orientation and gender identity issues in education (Lenette, 2014). ICS very much 

depends on consulting with local Indigenous community and Elders in order to learn how best to 
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respect their IK, customs, protocols and traditions (Aseron, Greymorning, Miller & Wilde, 2013; 

Fulcher, 2012). Similar to education services, nursing and midwifery researchers, Papps and 

Ramsden (1996) posit that “cultural safety places an obligation on the [professional] nurse or 

midwife to provide care within the framework of recognizing and respecting the difference of 

any individual… [it] addresses power relationships between the service provider and the people 

who use the service” (pp. 493-494). For many Indigenous students in urban schools, a culturally 

safer space “actively counteracts the impacts of systemic racism and other forms of 

discrimination” (Gerlach et al., 2017, p. 1764) through story and talking circles (Aseron et al., 

2013). It is critically important for the cultural safety of Indigenous Q-2S students that teacher-

advisors of GSA programs build genuine relationships, based on trust, to support these students 

and their whole families (Gerlach et al., 2017). 

Improving the Experience for Indigenous Q-2S Students and Families in Culturally and 

Queer Safe School Programs 

Prior to colonization and the missionization period, Indigenous Q-2S peoples were 

openly accepted in their communities when gender identity and sexuality were fluid social 

constructs in many Indigenous cultures (Aspin & Hutchings, 2007; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012; 

Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Sheppard & Mayo, 2013). There was no need to conform to a 

binary of male or female, heterosexual or homosexual dichotomy, until colonization and the 

dominance of Eurocentric beliefs (Hunt & Holmes, 2015). In order to include Indigenous Q-2S 

views in GSAs and other equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI) programs, teachers must, “queer 

White settler colonialism and the colonial gender and sexual categories it relies on” (Hunt & 

Holmes, 2015, p. 156). By critiquing programs through “queer of colour” theory, Hunt & 

Holmes (2015) suggest that the inclusion of racialized Q-2S people can be better achieved. On 
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the contrary, Driskill (2010) views “queer of colour critiques” as exclusionary towards 

Indigenous Peoples and their own history of colonization. Driskill (2010) argues that instead of 

using a queer of colour theory to critique programs, “Two-Spirit critiques locate Two-Spirit and 

queer native identities as integrated into larger Indigenous worldviews and practices.” (p. 86) 

They claim that an indigenized queer theory is the way to reinforce the foundational belief that 

Two-Spirit people have always been an integral part of Indigenous communities. Incorporating 

Two-Spirit histories in programs can help those students who are also marginalized by their 

Indigenous status gain a greater sense of self-acceptance, worth in their communities and pride 

for their identity (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012).  

The Two-Spirit Indigenous worldview encourages people to believe that everyone and 

everything is important and thus is held in high regard (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Wilson, 2008). 

Wilson (2008), referencing the worldview of her community, notes: 

The Swampy Cree dialect of our community has no word for homosexual and no gender-

specific pronouns. Rather than dividing the world into female and male, or making 

linguistic distinctions based on sexual characteristics or anatomy, we distinguish between 

what is animate and what is inanimate. Living creatures, animate objects, and actions are 

understood to have a spiritual purpose (Ahenakew). Our language and culture are rooted 

in this fundamental truth: that every living creature and everything that acts in and on this 

world is spiritually meaningful. (p. 193)  

This belief is echoed through much Indigenous scholarship or research involving Indigenous 

communities, where Indigenous LGBTQ and Two-Spirit people are valued as a normal and vital 

part of the community (Driskill, 2010). As such, incorporating a history of Two-Spirit 
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Indigenous Peoples into educational or school programs will make them more inclusive spaces 

(Mayo & Sheppard, 2012).  

Many holistic Indigenous perspectives on gender and sexuality can also be incorporated 

into school programs to improve the environment for Indigenous Q-2S youth (Driskill, 2010; 

Mayo & Sheppard, 2012; Robinson, 2014). According to Driskill (2010), a lesson regarding 

Two-Spirit Indigenous worldview can be reinforced through GSA programs by teaching the 

belief that Two-Spirit people “carry very particular medicine – which is not to be misunderstood 

as more (or less) important than man’s or woman’s particular medicines” (p. 85). Robinson 

(2014) suggests the use of the Seven Grandfather Teachings of “wisdom, love, respect, courage 

honesty, humility, and truth… such values could form the foundation for a whole-school 

program that emphasizes community belonging, character development, and personal 

responsibility in ways that include two-spirited people” (Robinson, 2014, p. 25). However, 

Robinson (2014) also argues that care must be taken when teaching about Two-Spirit peoples 

because each Indigenous community may recognize Two-Spirit people differently, especially 

through language. Sheppard and Mayo (2013) support community differences by suggesting 

teachings that are community-specific. For example, teaching about the Diné view of Two-Spirit 

people and its relation to overall American beliefs showcases “the multiple layers of oppression, 

the extreme violence that defines the interactions of the Diné and the Americans, and the 

ongoing lived oppression that many who identify with this history [face]” (Sheppard & Mayo, 

2013, p. 262). Bittner (2014) highlights the need for more resources which include Two-Spirit 

peoples because it can be difficult to include teachings about unfamiliar identities. Overall, 

incorporating a Two-Spirit worldview in GSAs can improve student well-being and ensure that 
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all students and staff are included regardless of race, spiritual or religious beliefs, gender or 

sexual identity (Robinson, 2014).  

Conclusion 

It is evident from this literature review that there is a great need for further research 

focused on Indigenous Q-2S and racialized youth in school GSA/GSD programs. This need is 

echoed by many education scholars, including Fetner et al. (2012), Mayberry et al. (2013), and 

Poteat et al. (2017). GSA programs, as culturally safe spaces and school-based places of activism 

can provide an authentic opening and collaborative space for greater reconciliation between 

settler-ally educators and Indigenous Q-2S students and families. Robinson (2014) and Bittner 

(2014) have noted that teachers need to be aware and mindful when discussing Indigenous Q-2S 

identity as the histories and situations of Indigenous Q-2S people can differ greatly, depending 

on the particular Indigenous culture, community, language and land. Tompkins et al. (2017) 

highlight the importance of additional training to support teachers and teacher candidates as 

LGBTQ advocates, further illustrating the need of education and teachers in ensuring greater 

equity for Q-2S students (Tompkins et al., 2017; van Wormer & McKinney, 2003). 

Through my autoethnographic study, I will reflect upon stories of unsettling my teacher-

ally/advocate identity through understandings of Indigenous Q-2S student experience and 

developing more inclusive cultural approaches to decolonize and create safer, more indigenized 

spaces in mainstream schools and classrooms. This autoethnography may support and model for 

other educators, particularly non-Indigenous queer teachers, a path towards more decolonial, 

equitable and inclusive pedagogies for education-as-reconciliation (Korteweg & Fiddler, 2018). 

White teachers must focus on bringing their own professional positionality and pedagogical 

practice to “challenge racism and its intersections with other axes of oppression, notably 
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colonialism” (Madden, 2019, p. 297). As Mayo (2007) notes, “work[ing] with young people of 

color… can [be] a way into a queer friendship network organized… not only in response to the 

racism experienced from young White queer people but also with the support… of non-queer 

youth of color” (p. 69). Baker et al. (2017) recommend a decolonial approach, where culture is 

used as treatment to prevent youth suicide and work toward healing and the revitalization of 

traditional values. GSA and queer educators working together to create safer, decolonial spaces 

in schools may not only foster cultural spaces where Indigenous youth can reclaim their 

identities, but also help save lives of these Indigenous Q-2S students. 
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Chapter 4: Task 2 – Creating Safer Brave Spaces from an Autoethnographic Narrative 

 For many years, I have been a teacher-advocate for students whose voices have been 

silenced. I, like many of my students, struggled to find my voice and become my authentic self 

throughout my K-12 years. However, unlike many of the students and families I have worked 

with, I now understand and recognize that I was not doubly silenced or marginalized by the 

intersectionality of my queerness with my culture (northern European) or race (white). Many of 

my students have faced multiple oppressions at the intersection of their culture, race and their 

sexual/gender identity inside schools and classrooms. I also recognize that there are many caring 

educators who bravely and quietly continue to respond to these students and do their best to 

create safer, culturally sustaining, spaces for racialized Q-2S youth.  

Stories are an important foundation to Indigenous research and have become the basis of 

my research as an autoethnography. All of my stories are my own but are greatly influenced by 

others with whom I have had reciprocal relationships and lived experiences. Although the 

following stories are all interconnected and several themes can be derived from individual 

accounts, each story I wrote has a clear, recurring theme of queer pedagogy. By focusing on my 

lived experiences working with queer racialized students in the GTA, I was then able to connect 

and extend these many experiences to my current position of teaching and working with 

Indigenous Q-2S students in Northern Ontario. Much of my previous experience working with 

racialized youth in GSAs now supports my current task of ensuring that Indigenous students who 

identify as Q-2S have culturally safer, culturally sustaining, inclusive, and supportive spaces to 

be themselves and affirmed in their identities. 
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Themes 

 The following graphic organizer is a tool which outlines the themes that have been 

identified through the analysis of my stories. Each theme is then connected to a specific story 

which are all titled in the chart below. This table of themes will be revisited at the end of the 

chapter to further extend to action items for settler-teachers in order to support a decolonial queer 

pedagogy in their schools and GSA/GSD programs.  

Table 1 

Thematic Chart of Stories 

 Analytic Theme Theme Short Title Story 

1 Different cultural and ethnic communities have 
different views regarding women, gender roles 
and LGBTQ2S+ peoples. 
 

Differing Views Respect for 
Women 

2 Queer-Two-Spirit (Q-2S) youth can face a lot 
of family pressure, from their cultural 
communities and extended families. 
 

Pressures “Nina” the Lesbian 
Student 

3 Family's religion or spiritual beliefs can play a 
very significant role in how they view, behave 
or treat their Q-2S children. 
 

Religious and 
Spiritual Beliefs 

The Unimpressed 
Parent 

4 Heteronormativity is still dominant and often 
homophobic in both Indigenous/ethnic 
communities and society at large. 
 

Homophobia Day of Pink 

5 There is an ongoing need for adult Q-2S 
presence in schools, especially Q-2S role 
models from BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and 
People of Colour) communities, including 
Elders. 
 

Q2-S Role Models The School GSA 
(Gay-Straight 
Alliance) Club 

6 Q-2S BIPOC and newcomer youth are in need 
of safer and 'braver' spaces in their schools to 
freely investigate and express their Q-2S 
identities while also developing a Q-2S 
community. 
 

Safer and Braver 
Spaces 

Rainbow Wall 
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Autoethnographic Stories Connected to Analytic Themes 

Story 1: Respect for Women 

This first story takes place in a secondary school in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) and 

more specifically within the school’s GSA (Gay-Straight Alliance) program. As one of the lead 

teachers for the school GSA, I had many “aha!” moments where I was surprised out of my 

comfort zone and learned a great deal from the diverse cultural backgrounds of these queer 

students. Many of these students self-identified as People of Colour (POC), cisgender, 

heterosexual and female, however, there were some students who identified as gender queer, 

gay, lesbian, bisexual and fluid. Within the larger school community, a great deal of the students’ 

families were newcomer Canadians, having recently arrived from countries such as India, Syria, 

Jamaica, and Pakistan as well as students who were first and second generation Canadian. 

 As March 8th approached, International Women’s Day, the GSA students noted a gap 

within the school and community culture that they wanted and needed to fill; there were not 

enough women in leadership and those that were leaders were often not respected. I remember 

one student telling the group about their family dynamics, highlighting the fact that women were 

not respected in their family, often viewed and treated as subservient or second-class status to 

men. Another student discussed the love they had for their mother and sisters, but that it was the 

first-born son who had the respect from the family, treated as a king, and being able to do 

whatever they wanted because they were male. Another student spoke up, identified as a gay 

male in the GSA but that he was not “out” to his family because he was not able to express his 

true sexual identity as it was forbidden in his culture (the same ethnic background as the ‘king’ 

male student). The GSA students then decided that it was their mission to improve awareness of 
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the degrading mistreatment of women within the school, such as the disrespect shown toward 

female teachers by male students, and in the community. They wanted to change the narrative in 

order to show the rest of the school that we must place a greater value on women’s lives and 

their lived experiences. As one of the lead teachers of the GSA I was so impressed by the 

advocacy occurring in the group and even more so when the gay male student was the first to 

step up and say that something needed to be done. He was determined, regardless of family 

opinion, to lead a showcase and march within the school while wearing high heels, because he 

“needed to walk in her shoes.” And so, to the anthem of Lady Gaga, this young man stepped up 

on stage in front of the whole school walking in high heel shoes. Most of the students in the 

school rose to their feet in applause, many students who I thought would have laughed and 

turned away, rose in support, not only for the gay male student in high heels, but in support of 

women and their importance. This was a pivotal moment for my changing perceptions as a GSA 

lead teacher because around the globe, western colonization has turned many matriarchal 

societies into patriarchs, where highly respected women and those who identified as women who 

were leaders and decision makers, were stripped of any power or authority. 

The story highlights the first theme of respect for women and sensitized my teaching to 

the reality that different cultural and ethnic communities have different views regarding women, 

gender roles and LGBTQ2S+ peoples. Having a greater understanding of this theme is critical 

for understanding the fuller back story of racialized LGBTQ2S+ students. These youth may 

come from families where women and men are the only gender identities represented and where 

each gender has specific or traditional roles within the family and as defined by the cultural 

community. Racialized LGBTQ2S+ students who identify differently in terms of their gender 

may not feel as though they socially fit or have a safe space to express themselves.  
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 Bridging Theme-1: Addressing Differing Views of Gender/Sexuality to Support 

Indigenous Q-2S Youth. Views of gender roles and Q-2S peoples differ by Indigenous 

community but have also been, and still are, greatly affected by colonization (Kirmayer, Tait, & 

Simpson, 2009). Where Q-2S peoples were once the leaders of many communities (Adams & 

Phillips, 2009; Garrett & Barret, 2003), colonization and the euro-western belief in the divine 

right of the patriarch have greatly disadvantaged Q-2S individuals (Adams & Phillips, 2009; 

Bittner, 2014; Gilley, 2006; Morgensen, 2012; Robinson, 2014). Consider the trauma 

experienced by families at the hands of men throughout the continued process of colonization 

leading to many missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls and 2S, as well as many 

psychosocial, socioeconomic and other physical abuses (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Erney & 

Weber, 2018; Robinson, 2017; Walters et al., 2001). In order to support Indigenous Q-2S youth 

in northern Ontario schools, teachers must first understand the impact of colonization on Q-2S 

histories and identity so that wrongs can be corrected, and students can have a better 

understanding of gender identity, fluidity and the changing and reclaiming roles and spaces for 

Indigenous Q-2S peoples.   

Story 2: “Nina” the Lesbian Student  

Nina (pseudonym for anonymity) was known to me more through my role as a guidance 

counsellor rather than through the GSA program, but she would sometimes participate in GSA 

events. Nina identified as a lesbian and person of colour, more specially she identified as a queer 

South Asian young woman. In her final year of high school, Nina decided that it was time to 

come out to her teachers and peers. However, she was concerned that coming out would mean 
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that her family would find out as well. Nina decided to meet with me as her guidance counsellor 

to see if I could provide her with any advice or supports. 

 Unfortunately, I did not have any great advice or words of wisdom for Nina, as I told her 

that everyone’s story is different and the experience of coming out must be an individual choice. 

I wanted to make sure that Nina was not putting too much pressure on herself but thanked her for 

sharing her truth with me. She also wanted me to know how scary it has been for her trying to let 

people know her sexual orientation. Nina had been made aware that a suitable husband was 

available for her when she was done school and that her future husband would move to Canada 

so they could start a life together. This was not a future that Nina wanted, as she wanted to 

pursue a career for herself and she did not want to marry a man.  

 This impending marriage situation is what fuelled Nina’s desire to come out to her 

teachers and peers because she needed a support system to cope. However, Nina was unable to 

fulfill her decision to come out because she was afraid that if her family discovered her identity 

as a lesbian then they would ship her back to her home country, a country that she had not visited 

for many years. She also told me that if she were to go back and her family were aware that she 

was a lesbian that she would fear for her life, she thought someone in her family would either 

“kill me themselves or hire someone to do it.” This statement sent chills down my spine as I 

knew that I needed to not only support Nina’s identity but also help to ensure her physical safety. 

 I brought Nina’s concerns forward to school administration to make sure they knew, and 

could advise me, on what next steps to take. Nina decided that she was going to take her time 

letting people know that she was a lesbian, particularly for her own safety, but also because she 

had been accepted to a post-secondary program that would take her a great distance away from 

home and family. She let me know that when the time was right in her new post-secondary life 
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that she would begin to come out to peers and professors and hoped that she would one day have 

a girlfriend who would hopefully become her wife. She stated that waiting was the best option at 

the time and in the end if her family could not accept her for who she was then she would find a 

family that would. I have not been in direct contact with Nina since she graduated, but I have 

heard from others that she is doing well and living as her true self.  

This story focuses on the second theme for working with LGBTQ2S+ youth as white 

settler-educators: how queer BIPOC youth have to contend with the dual pressures from 

heteronormative family and cultural community while exploring or seeking their gender/sexual 

identities. BIPOC and LGBTQ2S+ youth who feel safe expressing their identities within school 

safe spaces may start to express or test their identities within their extended family and in the 

broader cultural community. However, the feeling of safety within the school GSA context may 

come at a cost as families who do not accept the youth’s identity may force them to pull back or 

withdraw from that safe GSA space at school. The pressure that youth feel to do well for their 

families can have long-lasting effects on their ability to express their true identities, including 

possible lifelong suppression.  

 Bridging Theme-2: Addressing Pressures to Support Indigenous Q-2S Youth. Many 

Indigenous youth face the impact of intergenerational trauma, their parents or grandparents who 

attended residential school may have developed a set of beliefs which differ from the past beliefs 

of the community (Garrett & Barret, 2003; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Morgensen, 2012; 

Robinson, 2014, 2017). Students may have seen, or directly been a part of, the rejection of Q-2S 

people in their own communities as colonization through western religions viewed Q-2S people 

as sinful (Bittner, 2014; Robinson, 2014; van Wormer & McKinney, 2003). Thus, students may 

feel that they must follow the same beliefs and practices of their families and communities or 
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face similar rejection. Access to safe, culturally sustaining spaces in northern Ontario schools 

can provide students with the acceptance they require and help them develop lifelong 

relationships in order to support them through future unknowns. 

Story 3: The Unimpressed Parent 

From my experience, many parents are involved in all aspects of their children’s lives. As 

children grow into young adults, they often feel pressured to live up to their parents’ 

expectations. My own parents wanted better for me than what they had, and this has been my 

understanding when working with many new, first- and second-generation Canadian families. 

The pressure placed on youth academically can feel quite overwhelming, but when you add on 

top of that parent pressures of identity and conformity it can be debilitating. This was very much 

the case for one student in our GTA Secondary School GSA. 

 The GSA had been up and running in the high school for a few years before a student, 

let’s call them JJ, joined. JJ had never been involved with the GSA but had heard about it since 

the GSA ran many events such as the Day of Pink, International Women’s Day, the Day of 

Silence, among others. JJ was known by teachers as a quiet student who had previously 

experienced some troubles with their mental health. One day JJ approached me and the other 

GSA lead teacher to inquire about being involved with the GSA in the hopes of developing some 

peer relationships and a support system. As lead teachers we were always happy to accept new 

students into the program to spread acceptance and awareness throughout the school. We also 

knew that the program was a good way for students to support one another through difficult 

times; many students had similar experiences, especially with family.  

As lead GSA teachers we typically told students that they should inform parents that they 

wanted to be involved in an after-school program. A program focused on acceptance and that 
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sometimes topics of gender, sexuality, human rights, racism and other intersectional issues 

would be discussed in order to help address them at the school level. However, in this instance JJ 

was 17, soon to be 18, and had informed us that they did not want their parent to know for fear 

that they would no longer be allowed to participate in any extra-curricular activities. We spoke to 

school administration and counselling and it was decided that we would in fact take JJ’s lead on 

this issue. JJ quickly became one of the outspoken members of the GSA and they found friends 

and supports where and when they needed them most. A few months later, this situation 

changed. 

A staff member who was not a supporter or believer in the school GSA had informed JJ’s 

parent that they had been attending an after-school club, a club that focused on “gay issues”. JJ 

had stopped attending the GSA and was no longer speaking to other students involved in the 

GSA, those who we thought were JJ’s friends. After a few weeks that JJ had not been at the GSA 

meetings, I decided to phone home to touch base and inquire about JJ. JJ’s mom answered the 

phone, we had a very lengthy and difficult conversation. JJ’s mom started the conversation by 

indicating that they were currently not impressed by the school and staff, that we had taught their 

child that it was okay to think, be and feel different, that, for some people, gender identity did not 

always align with sex at birth. I had learned that after being confronted by their mother, JJ had 

“come out” as trans to their parent. The mom then continued, while escalating her voice, that she 

had to spend numerous hours taking her child to learn how to act proper from the family’s 

religious leader, and that she was putting an end to all of this nonsense. As one of the GSA lead 

teachers, I felt attacked, but knew that this was not an argument that I was going to continue, I 

politely ended the conversation with the hope of reconnecting at a future date. I brought my 

concerns forward to administration, who’s advice was to “stay out of the family affair” and “not 
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speak to [JJ] if I saw them in the school”. This advice provided little comfort as I was quite 

concerned about JJ. I ended up reaching out to the school social worker who said she would 

follow up with the family to ensure the wellbeing of JJ and connect them with additional 

community resources. I have since heard that JJ is doing quite well and openly identifies as a 

trans person; however, I never crossed paths with JJ again; they changed schools to complete 

high school and I returned to Northern Ontario. 

This story highlights the third analytic theme that a family’s religion or spiritual beliefs 

have a significant impact in how they view, behave, or treat their queer BIPOC children. This 

theme is important to understand as queer BIPOC youth likely have multiple identities and ways 

of expression. Youth may appear and act differently depending on who they are around, as such, 

teachers who are supporting LGBTQ2S+ youth in safe school spaces must be aware of these 

differences to avoid commenting on, and possibly “outing”, the student.  

Bridging Theme-3: Addressing Religious and Spiritual Beliefs to Support 

Indigenous Q-2S Youth. Parents, extended family and communities can play a significant role 

in the lives of Indigenous Q-2S youth. When Indigenous Q-2S are shamed, verbally or physically 

abused, or not able to express their identities, they are much more susceptible to mental health 

and substance use issues (Balsam, Huang, Fieland, Simoni, & Walters, 2004; Meyer-Cook & 

Labelle, 2004; Robinson, 2017; Walters et al., 2001). In many situations Indigenous Q-2S turn to 

urban centres away from their communities to try and find spaces of acceptance and inclusion 

(Gilley, 2006). However, many then continue to face abuses and lives of poverty, hoping to one 

day regain a respected place within their community (Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Robinson, 

2017). Teachers must understand and acknowledge that all communities are different (Kirmayer, 

Tait, & Simpson, 2009), some may be more accepting of the fluidity of gender and sexuality 
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(Aspin & Hutchings, 2007; Mayo & Sheppard, 2012; Meyer-Cook & Labelle, 2004; Sheppard & 

Mayo, 2013; Walters et al., 2001). Students from communities more accepting of Q-2S people, 

including those not as influenced by Eurocentric beliefs, could be excellent allies and supports 

for those students from less accepting families and communities.   

Story 4: Day of Pink 

This story also takes place with a GTA Secondary School GSA Club. Since the inception 

of the club at the school it had always been a desire of the club to organize the day of pink. The 

students and I experienced some confusion since there are two dates for the “Day of Pink”, one is 

a Canadian day of pink that occurs at the end of February and the other is an international “Day 

of Pink” which is held in April. Thus, I gave the students some options, we could do both dates, 

or, they could decide if they only wanted to focus on one of the dates. In the end, the students 

decided that they did not want to do both dates as they stated that by celebrating both dates it 

may lessen the impact they could have by just focusing on one date. So, they suggested that the 

GSA Club focus on the international “day of pink” since many of the students and their families 

were either new to Canada or had only been in Canada for one or two generations. In doing so, 

they wanted to demonstrate that LGBTQ2S+ people existed everywhere around the globe; 

however, some countries were more accepting than others. Bridging the gap between tolerance, 

acceptance, and inclusion was another area that the GSA Club wanted to focus on.  

 The first activity the group wanted to run was to create a map which showed tolerance, 

acceptance and inclusion around the globe, they also wanted to highlight specific countries 

where it was illegal to identify as a member of the LGBTQ2S+ community. As a GSA lead 

teacher, I was shocked by the effort, amount of research and passion the students demonstrated 

toward the project. Not only did they want to share this information with other students in the 
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school, they also wanted to share it with the larger school community, to show that LGBTQ2S+ 

people exist, they are here to stay, and that they deserve many of the rights and opportunities 

provided to heterosexual, cisgender people. I will admit, this was not an easy task for the 

students, nor was it easy to see as a member of the LGBTQ2S+ community myself. The students 

of the GSA faced some criticism from members of the community who do not agree with 

LGBTQ2S+ lifestyles, however, the students demonstrated such skill and compassion when 

tackling these tough situations. Their responses included answers such as “there are examples of 

homosexual activity in artifacts found around the globe” and “religious texts can be interpreted 

in so many ways, maybe we are just reading it the way we think we should”. There are still so 

many places around the world where people are prosecuted on suspicions of being LGBTQ2S+ 

and the students of the GSA Club wanted to make sure that anyone in the school who identifies 

with the LGBTQ2S+ community felt accepted and loved.  

This story highlights the fourth theme that heteronormativity is still dominant and often 

homophobic in both Indigenous/ethnic communities and society at large. This theme is important 

to understand because LGBTQ2S+ youth still struggle to see a place for themselves in society. 

Although there is more public/prominent LGBTQ2S+ representation, if families and 

communities are not accepting and criticize or ridicule the representation, LGBTQ2S+ youth 

might be afraid to express their identities. Thus perpetuating the struggle for LGBTQ2S+ youth 

to find acceptance. 

Bridging Theme-4: Addressing Homophobia to Support Indigenous Q-2S Youth. 

The process of colonization brought with it an influence of Eurocentric western beliefs regarding 

gender and sexual identity. In many northern Ontario communities, the influence of these beliefs 

is still quite engrained and impacts the roles of community members, from dress to attitude. As 
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previously mentioned, in some Indigenous communities, members who identified as Q-2S held 

esteemed positions as spiritual leaders who were respected because they were able to see aspects 

of life through female and male spirits (Garrett & Barret, 2003) others were educators, healers 

and community leaders (Adams & Phillips, 2009; Garrett & Barret, 2003). Having knowledge of 

pre-colonization life and the acceptance of Q-2S peoples may help students (re)generate or 

(re)story a place for themselves and others like them. 

Story 5: The School GSA Club 

At its inception the GSA was a very small group of students, some weeks only 2 or 3 

students showed up. But, as the weeks went on the group continued to get larger and larger. It 

certainly wasn’t anything I or the other GSA lead teacher had done, instead, it was through the 

voice of the students in the club that others began to see its importance. By putting on whole 

school events the first students to join the GSA were able to spread the ideas of inclusion, 

acceptance and love for one another, regardless of race, culture, religion, gender, sexuality and 

other areas of individual identity. For me as a teacher it was very heartwarming to witness. 

 This was my first experience helping to co-lead and develop a school GSA. I had 

experience running other clubs such as technology clubs, culture day clubs and sports teams, but 

never a school GSA. When we were approached by a small group of students to organize a 

school GSA we were somewhat hesitant as we weren’t sure if there would be push back or 

student interest. There definitely ended up being some push back from a few students and 

families who thought the idea of a school GSA would mean that we would teach other students 

how to be gay and a teacher whose own beliefs were similar, but I’ll discuss some of these 

stories in more detail later. We decided to go ahead, knowing that if we could even help one 

student, the setbacks and any ridicule would be worth it.  
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 The club evolved, continuing to run whole school, large scale events, but also into a place 

where students could gather and support one another. From the initial 2, sometimes 3 students, 

when I left for northern Ontario, the club had grown to a regular student attendance of 

approximately 25 to 30 students. With such a large group of students participating in the GSA 

club, I noticed that the students wanted to start doing more and more within the group and not as 

many whole school events. Instead, the students wanted to provide space to other clubs and 

committees which weren’t having as much success getting their messages across. So, from a 

small group running large events, the GSA started to change its identity to a large group running 

small events. 

 These small events took place on a weekly basis when the GSA club met. I saw students 

supporting one another through arts such as creating spoken word and paintings to discussing the 

most recent episode of some show they watched on TV. I could tell that the students felt the 

GSA was a safe space for them to be who they are and express themselves through different 

identities, they did not have to try to fit into a mould. Regardless of their gender, sexual 

orientation, race, religious affiliation, familial and cultural backgrounds, they were free to be 

who they wanted to be. However, I did notice that a few particular groups of students were 

missing. We tasked ourselves with finding out which groups we belonged to and thus which 

groups of students may not be represented. 

 During one of our GSA group meetings we decided to survey our identities to determine 

who may not be represented in our group. The list of identities consisted of:  

• Male, female, gender non-conforming, trans 

• Heterosexual, homosexual, queer, bisexual, asexual 

• South Asian (all gender identities) 
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• Caucasian (all gender identities) 

• Black (female only) 

• Asian (all gender identities) 

To me and the rest of the group no one indicated that they identified as either, Indigenous 

inclusive of LGBTQ2S, Hispanic inclusive of LGBTQ or as male and black. This allowed us to 

open up the discussion of creating a space for those whose identities were missing. However, 

even after trying to find representation the group could not for a variety of reasons, from 

reluctance of individuals to be involved to lack of representation within the school as a whole. I 

am hopeful that even after my departure as a lead GSA teacher that the group continues to seek 

out representation from all communities. 

This story highlights the fifth theme that there is an ongoing need for adult LGBTQ2S+ 

presence in schools, especially LGBTQ2S+ role models from BIPOC communities, including 

Elders. Racialized LGBTQ2S+ youth need to find acceptance and normalization to their 

identities. As some white LGBTQ peoples are finding acceptance in families and other places in 

society, racialized youth do not see the same representation by others who look and sound like 

them and who also identify as LGBTQ2S+. It is important that teachers who help to establish 

safe spaces for LGBTQ2S+ youth ensure representation from all racialized groups.   

Bridging Theme-5: Q2-S Role Models to Support Indigenous Q-2S. Adult advisors or 

teacher representatives in school clubs can often be the determining factor in who participates in 

the club, a lack of cultural similarity can lead to fewer students of colour attending, instead 

selecting clubs that reflect their ethnic or cultural background (Mayo, 2013). Students need to 

feel that they can openly express their concerns and be who they are most comfortable being 

(Fetner et al., 2012). Racialized Q-2S youth need to see others that look like them, talk like them 
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and express cultural identities like them so that they do not feel invisible due to their dual 

marginalization (Betro, 2014; Fetner et al., 2012). Thus, there is a need for GSA advisors, guests, 

and mentors to be inclusive and represent the students involved in the space. 

Story 6: Rainbow Wall 

Throughout the first semester, the students in the GSA club wanted to hang out and get to 

know one another and discuss issues they saw around the school. One day as they were talking, 

the students began to notice a trend in the way that some of them were being treated by their 

peers. They came to realize that students who appeared, through dress or actions, to be gender 

queer, gay or lesbian were being treated differently in their classes, they were sometimes teased, 

sometimes mimicked, sometimes ridiculed, and sometimes, felt as though they were being 

bullied. As one of the GSA lead teachers, I made sure that all of these issues were taken 

seriously, incident reports filed, situations investigated and depending on administration students 

faced consequences. This was a fine line for me to negotiate between my GSA role and as a staff 

member with the administration: students in the GSA club needed to believe that it was a safe 

space to discuss issues and concerns without fearing reprimands or retaliation should the 

tormentor or bully have to face consequences for inappropriate behaviours or actions; however, I 

needed to be certain that I did not overstep my teacher professional capacity or interfere in 

administration’s purview.  So, as a club we came up with some criteria for when incidents had to 

be reported to administration and left to their discretion or due process on how to handle.  

 When I think back to my own secondary school experiences in a northern Ontario town 

in the late 1990s, I have to admit that my own queer identity development and interactions with 

peers/teachers was overall a poor experience. There were no GSA clubs or programs for me to 

join. There were no LGBTQ2S+ role models to look up to. And, I definitely do not recall a 
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discussion about LGBTQ2S+ people in any of my classes. I wasn’t a popular kid and I didn’t 

really find a “group” that I fit into or felt the sense of belonging or included. Unfortunately, there 

were many times when peers would make stereotypical comments and assume that I must be gay 

even though there was no chance of my “coming out” in such an unsafe space. I am sure that 

teachers and other peers overheard the comments or jokes, but no one stepped in to do anything 

about this exclusion and oppression. For this primary reason, I found it necessary to be part of a 

GSA in any school where I taught in order to ensure that LGBTQ2S students knew that I was 

listening and willing to take an active role in ensuring their safety and wellbeing.  

 A few of the GSA students had seen online the idea of a rainbow wall where different 

coloured paper is used, students write messages on the pieces of paper and then the pieces are put 

together to look like a rainbow. The GSA group decided that this was a way they could make 

positive change within the school and community to show their support for LGBTQ2S people 

who were experiencing hardships due to hazing, bullying, or other abuses at school or at home. 

The rainbow wall would become the method to encourage all students in the school from 

different backgrounds and family situations to write a message or positive affirmation on a bright 

coloured piece of paper. Over the course of a few days it was amazing to see all of the positive 

messages from the whole school community that included messages of love and support such as 

the following: “you’re loved”, “I care about you”, “you brighten my day”, “I stand with you and 

support you no matter who you are.” After all of the pieces of coloured paper were collected, the 

students arranged them by colour and attached them to a very visible atrium wall in the shape of 

a rainbow. As the GSA students read through and posted the messages on the wall, it was 

stunning to see all the emotion building and to know—they and me--that we were not alone or 

excluded from the school community. 
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This story highlights the final theme that LGBTQ2S+ BIPOC and newcomer youth are in 

need of safe and 'brave' spaces in their schools to freely investigate and express their LGBTQ2S+ 

identities while also developing an LGBTQ2S+ community. This theme is critical to understand 

because without a safe space for racialized/BIPOC LGBTQ2S+ youth to express their identities 

they may have no other space for self-exploration. Without self-exploration and expression of 

their identities they may not develop a support system with others in their community. Without a 

support system they may turn to other ways of coping with their unexpressed identities. These 

coping mechanisms can include numbing their pain through drugs or suicide as they may feel it 

is the only option since they are not accepted in their own families or communities.   

 Bridging Theme-6: Safer and Braver Spaces to Support Indigenous Q-2S Youth. For 

Indigenous Q-2S youth, finding a safe space where they can express both their Q-2S identity as 

well as their cultural identity in a place like school is key for their wellbeing. If the cultural 

foundation of these youths’ lives are avoided or made invisible, the GSA may continue to 

normalize whiteness and thus further marginalize queer youth of colour (Blackburn & 

McCready, 2009; Fetner et al., 2012; Mayo, 2013). Majjid (2010) suggests that the use of 

bibliotherapy, a method that incorporates the use of culturally relevant books, poems and other 

media, can build BIPOC youth self-confidence and address cultural misconceptions during GSA 

gatherings. As previously noted, a representative Indigenous adult or Elder or role-model who 

reflects the cultural identity of the students in the GSA can then help encourage them to find 

acceptance not only in the school LGBTQ2S community but also with members of their FNMI 

cultural communities. 
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Summary of Thematic Analysis of GSA Stories with Action Items 

In this chart, I summarize the main lessons learned or action items that emerged from the 

thematic analysis of my 6 pivotal lived experiences as a GSA lead-teacher. I have indicated in 

this chart the following elements: the story title, the main theme that emerged from the retelling 

of the story, and the calls to action for all educators, particularly white settler GSA lead-teachers. 

As a result of each critical reflection in retelling the story as praxis, action items which support a 

decolonial queer pedagogy are recommended to be applied to school GSA/GSD programs so that 

Indigenous Q-2S youth are made more visible and the GSA/GSD becomes a safer, braver, and 

culturally sustaining space.  

Table 2 

Action Steps for Praxis 

 Story Theme Action Steps for Praxis 

1 Respect for 
Women 
 

Different cultural and 
ethnic communities have 
different views regarding 
women, gender roles and 
LGBTQ2S+ peoples. 
 

• Keep impact of trauma in mind for each 
GSA/LGBTQ2S student 

• Understand history and impact of 
colonialism on Q-2S peoples in particular 

• Connect with families and communities to 
learn more about changing roles of Q-2S 
members. 

 
2 “Nina” the 

Lesbian Student 
 

Queer-2S youth can face a 
lot of family pressure, from 
their cultural communities 
and extended families. 
 

• Listen closely to youth, their hopes, wants, 
dreams and worries 

• Provide access to safe, supportive, and 
culturally sustaining spaces 

 
3 The Unimpressed 

Parent 
 

Family's religion or spiritual 
beliefs can play a very 
significant role in how they 
view, behave or treat their 
Q-2S children. 
 

• Acknowledge that each community will 
have their own views of Q-2S people 

• Consider students from more accepting 
communities as allies or supports as the 
student navigates their support system 

4 Day of Pink 
 

Heteronormativity is still 
dominant and often 
homophobic in both 

• Acknowledge the influence of western 
beliefs around gender identity and 
expression that are widespread 
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Indigenous/ethnic 
communities and society at 
large. 
 

• Learn about community practices and the 
influence of colonization on current and 
past ways of knowing and being 

5 The School GSA 
Club 
 

There is an ongoing need 
for adult Q-2S presence in 
schools, especially Q-2S 
role models from BIPOC 
communities, including 
Elders. 
 

• Access and develop relationships with Q-
2S Elders or mentors from communities to 
bridge the gaps of representation 

• Ensure the environment is safe and 
culturally supportive. GSA advisors, 
guests, and mentors should be inclusive 
and represent the students. 

 
6 Rainbow Wall 

 
Q-2S BIPOC and newcomer 
youth are in need of safer 
and 'braver' spaces in their 
schools to freely investigate 
and express their Q-2S 
identities while also 
developing a Q-2S 
community. 
 

• Ensure the GSA/safe space is created with 
culturally relevant material 

• Connect with Q-2S role models and Elders 
to support Q-2S youth 

• A culturally safe and sustaining GSA 
needs to embody relationality for all, it 
must be ethical, respectful, relevant, and 
reciprocal 

 

Final Words 

 As noted, all of my stories have been connected to overarching themes, but within each 

story, other themes can also be found. Each school interaction, each peer relationship, can 

become a part of our identity story. But it is only by sharing our stories that others can learn and 

grow alongside us. Our stories can help add to the experiences of others in positive and 

meaningful ways. My journey has taken me to a place where I am now comfortable to share my 

experiences with others, recognizing that my privilege allows me the opportunity to do so. My 

White cis-male privilege can easily take up space, instead, I intend to use this privilege to be 

brave and give back to BIPOC communities by educating racialized Q-2S youth in safer school 

spaces. This type of school environment is not only for BIPOC Q-2S identity formation, but also 

for improving learning as culturally safe and sustaining. I follow Paris’ lead that all educators, 

especially GSA educators, need to enact a social justice praxis: 
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… be more than responsive of or relevant to the cultural experiences and practices of 

young people—it requires that [educators] support young people in sustaining the cultural 

and linguistic competence of their communities while simultaneously offering access to 

dominant cultural competence… culturally sustaining pedagogy seeks to perpetuate and 

foster—to sustain—linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic 

project of schooling. (Paris, 2012, p. 95) 

After engaging in this autoethnography portfolio, I now understand that teachers attempting to 

provide safe spaces in schools to racialized Q-2S youth need to be open, accepting and willing to 

analyze the systemic conditions of White supremacy and settler-colonialism in all school 

programs including GSAs, along with teachers examining their own positionalities and 

unconscious individual complicities in White settler systems.  
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Chapter 5: Task 3 - Workshop Presentation: Supporting Indigenous Queer-2S and 

Gender/Sexuality Diverse Students  

 The following slides were developed using information from task one, the literature 

review, and the analysis of task two, the autoethnographic narrative, to take the next step in 

developing a plan of action for positive decolonial approaches in GSA/GSD school clubs. The 

slides are a representation of my research to be communicated in a workshop format for teachers 

and educators to better support Indigenous gender/sexuality diverse students in Northern Ontario 

schools by establishing safer spaces in programs such as GSAs. The workshop intends to engage 

my teaching colleagues in an approach of decolonial queer pedagogy for culturally safer GSA 

programs by demonstrating my own lived experiences of unlearning my settler stance. In this 

task/chapter, I include each slide along with the speaker notes that I hope to present in the near 

future, at this critical moment of settler reckoning with our reconciliation responsibilities and 

improving settler educators’ relationships with Indigenous students, families and communities. 
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�ŴşşŀȨůěĸǗ�Jĸ÷ěĒüĸŀŴȮ��ŴüüȨЉϟ��
�ůŴ÷üĸůȮ�ěǾ� ŴİůŴŢÕİİɖ�
�ÕđüȨ��ñĘŀŀǶ��şÕñüȮ

:HOFRPH�WR�WRGD\¶V�ZRUNVKRS�IRFXVHG�RQ�VXSSRUWLQJ�,QGLJHQRXV�4XHHU�DQG�
7ZR�6SLULW�VWXGHQWV�LQ�FXOWXUDOO\�VDIHU�VFKRRO�VSDFHV�
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�ěůŴÕůěĸǗ�dɖŨüİđ
A̜ĈėÎ³ĿØ̜ĎŞķØĈë̜³ķ̜³̜ķØĿĿĈØĳ˨̜³ķ̜ėĐØ̜ŘñėķØ̜³ĐÎØķĿėĳķ̜Ôė̜ĐėĿ̜ėĳôìôĐ³ĿØ̜
ŘñØĳØ̜A̜ÎńĳĳØĐĿĈŞ̜ĳØķôÔØ̜ėĳ̜ėĐ̜ĿñØķØ̜Ĉ³ĐÔķ̜Î³ĈĈØÔ̜�³Đ³Ô³˧̜A̜Ôė̜Ŀñôķ̜Ŀė̜
ñôìñĈôìñĿ̜ĎŞ̜ėŘĐ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜ńĐÔØĳķĿ³ĐÔôĐìķ̜ôĐ̜ĳØĈ³ĿôėĐ̜Ŀė̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜
yØėİĈØķ˨̜ķė̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜A̜Ôė̜ĐėĿ̜ķİØ³ą̜ëĳėĎ̜ĿñØ̜İØĳķİØÎĿôŗØ̜ėë̜³̜̇İØĳëØÎĿ̜

ķĿĳ³ĐìØĳ̜̈˸>ôììôĐķ˨̜X³ÔÔØĐ̜͉̜PėĳĿØŘØì˨̜˂ˀˁ˅˹

A̜³Ď̜³̜ì³Ş̜¡ñôĿØ̜Ď³Đ̜ėë̜ZėĳĿñØĳĐ̜&ńĳėİØ³Đ˨̜8ôĐĐôķñ̜³ĐÔ̜|ńķķô³Đ̜
ñØĳôĿ³ìØ̜ŘñėķØ̜İ³ĳØĐĿķ̜³ĐÔ̜ìĳ³ĐÔ˾İ³ĳØĐĿķ̜Î³ĎØ̜Ŀė̜Ŀñôķ̜Ĉ³ĐÔ̜ëėĳ̜³̜ÍØĿĿØĳ̜
ĈôëØ˨̜³ĐÔ̜A̜³ÎąĐėŘĈØÔìØ̜ÍėĿñ̜ĎŞ̜ńĐØ³ĳĐØÔ̜ķØĿĿĈØĳ̜İĳôŗôĈØìØ̜³ķ̜ŘØĈĈ̜³ķ̜ĎŞ̜
ĳėĈØ̜³ĐÔ̜ĳØķİėĐķôÍôĈôĿôØķ̜Ŀė̜Ď³ąØ̜�ñńĐÔØĳ̜�³Ş̜ķÎñėėĈķ̜ĎėĳØ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³ĈĈŞ̜

ķ³ëØ̜˸9ØĳĈ³Îñ˨̜�ĳėŘĐØ̜͉̜9ĳØØĐŘėėÔ˨̜˂ˀˁˇ˹˧

˂

([SODQDWLRQ�RI�³3HUIHFW�6WUDQJHU´��+LJJLQV��0DGGHQ��.RUWHZHJ�������
:H�RIWHQ�GHOLYHU�D�FXUULFXOXP�WKDW�LV�UHIOHFWLYH�RI�DQG�LV�VKDSHG�E\�(XURFHQWULVP�DQG�
ZKLWHQHVV��,W�LV�IXUWKHU�FKDUDFWHUL]HG�E\�GHQLDO�RI�WKH�UROH�WKDW�ZKLWHQHVV�SOD\V�LQ�
VKDSLQJ�RXU�OLYHV�DV�ZHOO�DV�FODLPV�RI�NQRZLQJ�OLWWOH�WR�QRWKLQJ�DERXW�,QGLJHQRXV�
SHRSOHV�DQG�FXOWXUHV���7KXV��DOORZLQJ�XV�WR�EH�VKLHOGHG�IURP�GLIILFXOW�NQRZOHGJHV�
DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�GHFRORQL]DWLRQ��LQWHJUDWLRQ�RI�,QGLJHQRXV�SHUVSHFWLYHV��FRORQLDOLVP�
DQG�UDFLVP��:H�EHFRPH�³SHUIHFW�VWUDQJHUV´�LQVWHDG�RI�WDNLQJ�RQ�WKH�PRUH�GLIILFXOW�WDVN�
RI�HGXFDWLQJ�RXUVHOYHV�VR�WKDW�ZH�FDQ�HGXFDWH�RWKHUV��
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�ŢüŨüĸůÕůěŀǾ��Ēüĸ÷Ɲ
Ɣ "ØŪĐôĿôėĐķ̜³ĐÔ̜ąØŞ̜ĿØĳĎķ
Ɣ >ôķĿėĳôÎ³Ĉ̜ĳØĈØŗ³ĐÎØ
Ɣ PØŞ̜ĿñØĎØķ̜ëĳėĎ̜İØĳķėĐ³Ĉ̜ØŝİØĳôØĐÎØ
Ɣ �ĳôÔìôĐì̜ĿñØĎØķ̜ôĐĿė̜ĿñØ̜ĐėĳĿñ
Ɣ ¡ñ³Ŀ̜ŘėńĈÔ̜Şėń̜Ôėˮ̜�³ķØ̜ķĿńÔôØķ
Ɣ |ØëØĳØĐÎØķ̜³ĐÔ̜ĳØķėńĳÎØķ

˃

7RGD\¶V�DJHQGD�LV�DV�IROORZV�
)LUVW�ZH�ZLOO�UHYLHZ�DQG�GLVFXVV�VRPH�RI�WKH�NH\�WHUPV�DQG�GHILQLWLRQV�DV�UHODWHG�WR�
FXOWXUDOO\�VDIHU�VSDFHV��JHQGHU�DQG�VH[XDO�LGHQWLW\�
:H�ZLOO�WKHQ�ORRN�DW�VRPH�RI�WKH�KLVWRULFDO�UHOHYDQFH�DV�LW�UHODWHV�WR�FRORQL]DWLRQ�DQG�
HXUR�ZHVWHUQ�EHOLHIV
1H[W�ZH�ZLOO�ORRN�DW�VRPH�WKHPHV�WKDW�KDYH�EHHQ�GHULYHG�IURP�SHUVRQDO�H[SHULHQFHV�
ZRUNLQJ�ZLWK�%,32&�\RXWK�LQ�VRXWKHUQ�2QWDULR�DQG�KRZ�WKRVH�WKHPHV�FDQ�EH�EULGJHG�
WR�ZRUN�ZLWK�,QGLJHQRXV�VWXGHQWV�DQG�RWKHU�VWXGHQWV�RI�FRORXU�LQ�QRUWKHUQ�2QWDULR
)LQDOO\��ZH�ZLOO�WDNH�D�ORRN�DW�D�FRXSOH�RI�FDVH�VWXGLHV�DV�D�JURXS�DQG�GLVFXVV�GLIIHUHQW�
DSSURDFKHV�WR�HDFK�VFHQDULR�ZH�PD\�WDNH�
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&üɩĸěůěŀĸȮ�Õĸƿ�Züɖ��üŢķȮ

˄

7KH�IROORZLQJ�VOLGHV�ZLOO�KLJKOLJKW�DQG�H[SODLQ�VRPH�RI�WKH�WHUPLQRORJ\�WKDW�,�
HQFRXQWHUHG�

�ŴüüȨ

X³Şė̜˸˂ˀˁ˃˹̜³ĐÔ̜XÎ�ĳØ³ÔŞ̜˸˂ˀˀ˄˹̜ńķØ̜ĲńØØĳ̜³ķ̜
³Đ̜ńĎÍĳØĈĈ³̜ĿØĳĎ̜ëėĳ̜ĈØķÍô³Đ˨̜ì³Ş˨̜ÍôķØŝń³Ĉ˨̜
Ŀĳ³ĐķìØĐÔØĳ˨̜³ĐÔ̜³ĈĈ̜ėĿñØĳķ̜Řñė̜ÎĈ³ôĎ̜³̜

ĐėĐĐėĳĎ³ĿôŗØ˨̜ĐėĐ˾ñØĿØĳėķØŝń³Ĉ̜ôÔØĐĿôĿŞ˧̜̜

˅

$OORZ�SDUWLFLSDQWV�WR�UHDG���1RWH�WKDW�IRU�WKH�SXUSRVHV�RI�WKLV�SUHVHQWDWLRQ�DQG�
SRUWIROLR�,�DOVR�XVH�WKH�WHUP�TXHHU�DV�DQ�XPEUHOOD�WHUP�IRU�QRQ�KHWHURVH[XDO�LGHQWLW\�
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�ƊȆЉ�şěŢěȵ

ˇ

,Q4XHHU\�LV�D�VHULHV�WKDW�WDNHV�D�GHHSHU�ORRN�DW�WKH�PHDQLQJ��FRQWH[W��DQG�KLVWRU\�RI�
/*%74��YRFDEXODU\�DQG�FXOWXUH��7KLV�YLGHR�LQ�SDUWLFXODU�H[SORUHV�WKH�KLVWRU\�RI�WKH�
WHUP��7ZR�6SLULW��DQG�ZKR�LW�SHUWDLQV�WR��'RHV�LW�PHDQ�WZR�JHQGHUV"�&DQ�DQ\RQH�XVH�
LW�WR�GHVFULEH�WKHPVHOYHV"�
3OD\�YLGHR�KWWSV���\RXWX�EH�$�O%LE*]8Q(
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ˈ�7��*2/'67(,1�(7�$/��������

7KH�JHQGHU�XQLFRUQ�LV�IURP�76(5�ZKLFK�VWDQGV�IRU�7UDQV�6WXGHQW�(GXFDWLRQDO�
5HVRXUFHV��7KH�JXLGH�FDQ�EH�IRXQG�DW�KWWSV���WUDQVVWXGHQW�RUJ�JHQGHU���:LWKLQ�HDFK�
DUHD��WKH�DUURZV�DUH�D�VOLGLQJ�VFDOH��QRW�D�FKHFNER[��UHSUHVHQWLQJ�WKH�FRQWLQXXP�RI�
JHQGHU�DQG�VH[XDOLW\�

7KH�IROORZLQJ�GHILQLWLRQV�KDYH�EHHQ�SURYLGHG�E\�76(5�
*HQGHU�,GHQWLW\��2QH¶V�LQWHUQDO�VHQVH�RI�EHLQJ�PDOH��IHPDOH��QHLWKHU�RI�WKHVH��ERWK��RU�
DQRWKHU�JHQGHU�V���(YHU\RQH�KDV�D�JHQGHU�LGHQWLW\��LQFOXGLQJ�\RX��)RU�WUDQVJHQGHU�
SHRSOH��WKHLU�VH[�DVVLJQHG�DW�ELUWK�DQG�WKHLU�RZQ�LQWHUQDO�VHQVH�RI�JHQGHU�LGHQWLW\�DUH�
QRW�WKH�VDPH��)HPDOH��ZRPDQ��DQG�JLUO�DQG�PDOH��PDQ��DQG�ER\�DUH�DOVR�QRW�
QHFHVVDULO\�OLQNHG�WR�HDFK�RWKHU�EXW�DUH�MXVW�VL[�FRPPRQ�JHQGHU�LGHQWLWLHV�

*HQGHU�([SUHVVLRQ�3UHVHQWDWLRQ��7KH�SK\VLFDO�PDQLIHVWDWLRQ�RI�RQH¶V�JHQGHU�LGHQWLW\�
WKURXJK�FORWKLQJ��KDLUVW\OH��YRLFH��ERG\�VKDSH��HWF��0DQ\�WUDQVJHQGHU�SHRSOH�VHHN�WR�
PDNH�WKHLU�JHQGHU�H[SUHVVLRQ��KRZ�WKH\�ORRN��PDWFK�WKHLU�JHQGHU�LGHQWLW\��ZKR�WKH\�
DUH���UDWKHU�WKDQ�WKHLU�VH[�DVVLJQHG�DW�ELUWK�

6H[�$VVLJQHG�DW�%LUWK��7KH�DVVLJQPHQW�DQG�FODVVLILFDWLRQ�RI�SHRSOH�DV�PDOH��IHPDOH��
LQWHUVH[��RU�DQRWKHU�VH[�EDVHG�RQ�D�FRPELQDWLRQ�RI�DQDWRP\��KRUPRQHV��
FKURPRVRPHV��,W�LV�LPSRUWDQW�ZH�GRQ¶W�VLPSO\�XVH�³VH[´�EHFDXVH�RI�WKH�YDJXHQHVV�RI�
WKH�GHILQLWLRQ�RI�VH[�DQG�LWV�SODFH�LQ�WUDQVSKRELD��&KURPRVRPHV�DUH�IUHTXHQWO\�XVHG�
WR�GHWHUPLQH�VH[�IURP�SUHQDWDO�NDU\RW\SLQJ��DOWKRXJK�QRW�DV�RIWHQ�DV�JHQLWDOLD���
&KURPRVRPHV�GR�QRW�DOZD\V�GHWHUPLQH�JHQLWDOLD��VH[��RU�JHQGHU�
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3K\VLFDOO\�$WWUDFWHG�7R��6H[XDO�RULHQWDWLRQ��,W�LV�LPSRUWDQW�WR�QRWH�WKDW�VH[XDO�DQG�
URPDQWLF�HPRWLRQDO�DWWUDFWLRQ�FDQ�EH�IURP�D�YDULHW\�RI�IDFWRUV�LQFOXGLQJ�EXW�QRW�OLPLWHG�
WR�JHQGHU�LGHQWLW\��JHQGHU�H[SUHVVLRQ�SUHVHQWDWLRQ��DQG�VH[�DVVLJQHG�DW�ELUWK�

(PRWLRQDOO\�$WWUDFWHG�7R��5RPDQWLF�HPRWLRQDO�RULHQWDWLRQ��,W�LV�LPSRUWDQW�WR�QRWH�WKDW�
VH[XDO�DQG�URPDQWLF�HPRWLRQDO�DWWUDFWLRQ�FDQ�EH�IURP�D�YDULHW\�RI�IDFWRUV�LQFOXGLQJ�EXW�
QRW�OLPLWHG�WR�JHQGHU�LGHQWLW\��JHQGHU�H[SUHVVLRQ�SUHVHQWDWLRQ��DQG�VH[�DVVLJQHG�DW�
ELUWK��7KHUH�DUH�RWKHU�W\SHV�RI�DWWUDFWLRQ�UHODWHG�WR�JHQGHU�VXFK�DV�DHVWKHWLFDO�RU�
SODWRQLF��7KHVH�DUH�VLPSO\�WZR�FRPPRQ�IRUPV�RI�DWWUDFWLRQ�

6RPH�RI�\RX�PD\�EH�DZDUH�RI�WKH�*LQJHUEUHDG�SHUVRQ�ZKLFK�LV�DOVR�D�JUHDW�UHVRXUFH�
ZLWK�PDQ\�GLIIHUHQW�OHVVRQV�ZH�FDQ�XVH��LW�FDQ�EH�IRXQG�DW�
ZZZ�WKHVDIH]RQHSURMHFW�FRP�
7KH�*HQGHU�8QLFRUQ�KDV�VRPH�FKDQJHV�IURP�7KH�*LQJHUEUHDG�*HQGHUEUHDG�3HUVRQ
7KH�*HQGHU�8QLFRUQ�ZDV�FUHDWHG�ZLWK�VLJQLILFDQW�FKDQJHV�WR�PRUH�DFFXUDWHO\�SRUWUD\�
WKH�GLVWLQFWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�JHQGHU��VH[�DVVLJQHG�DW�ELUWK��DQG�VH[XDOLW\��8OWLPDWHO\��76(5�
ZDQWHG�WR�UHFRJQL]H�JHQGHUV�RXWVLGH�RI�WKH�ZHVWHUQ�JHQGHU�ELQDU\��ZKLFK�WKH�
*HQGHUEUHDG�3HUVRQ�GRHV�QRW��1RW�DOO�WUDQV�SHRSOH�H[LVW�RQ�D�VFDOH�RI�ZRPDQKRRG�
DQG�PDQKRRG��7KHUH�DUH�VHYHUDO�RWKHU�LVVXHV�ZLWK�WKLV�JUDSKLF�VXFK�DV�WKH�XVH�RI�WKH�
LQDFFXUDWH�WHUP�³ELRORJLFDO�VH[�´�WKH�XVH�RI�³DVH[´��ZKLFK�IDLOV�WR�UHFRJQL]H�WKDW�
HYHU\RQH�KDV�VH[�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�SUHVFULEHG�WR�WKHP���DQG�VHYHUDO�RWKHU�LVVXHV�ZLWK�
WHUPLQRORJ\�DQG�SUHVHQWDWLRQ�

A��
9³Ş˾�Ŀĳ³ôìñĿ̜�ĈĈô³ĐÎØķ˨̜ėĳ̜ĎėĳØ̜ĳØÎØĐĿĈŞ̜ëėĳ̜
ìĳØ³ĿØĳ̜ôĐÎĈńķôŗôĿŞ˨̜ĳØĐ³ĎØÔ̜³ķ̜9ØĐÔØĳ̜³ĐÔ̜

�Øŝń³ĈôĿŞ̜�ĈĈô³ĐÎØķ˨̜³ĳØ̜̇ĎØ³ĐĿ̜Ŀė̜ÍØ̜³̜ķ³ëØ̜³ĐÔ̜
ķńİİėĳĿôŗØ̜ķėÎô³Ĉ̜ķİ³ÎØ̜ëėĳ̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜ëĳėĎ̜ĿñØ̜
R9��{̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜³ĐÔ̜³ĈĈôØķ̜̈˸�ėĎİąôĐķ˨̜
PØ³ĳĐķ̜͉̜XôĿĿėĐ˾PňąĐØĳ˨̜˂ˀˁˇ˨̜İ˧̜ˆˉ˄˹˧̜

ˉ

$OORZ�SDUWLFLSDQWV�WR�UHDG�
,�KDYH�EHHQ�LQYROYHG�ZLWK�VFKRRO�*6$V�IRU�PDQ\�\HDUV��DOORZLQJ�VWXGHQWV�WR�QDPH�WKH�
*6$�WKHPVHOYHV�JLYHV�WKHP�WKH�RSSRUWXQLW\�WR�RZQ�WKHLU�VSDFH��LQ�P\�PRVW�UHFHQW�
FOXE��VWXGHQWV�QDPHG�LW�WKH�*6'��*HQGHU�DQG�6H[XDO�'LYHUVLW\�&OXE�DV�D�ZD\�WR�EH�
PRUH�LQFOXVLYH�
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Jĸ÷ěĒüĸŀŴȮ� ŴİůŴŢÕǶ��Õđüůɖ
�ÎÎėĳÔôĐì̜Ŀė̜y³İİķ̜³ĐÔ̜|³ĎķÔØĐ̜˸ˁˉˉˆ˹̜ôĐ̜ĳØëØĳØĐÎØ̜Ŀė̜
ĐńĳķôĐì̜³ĐÔ̜ĎôÔŘôëØĳŞ̜ķØĳŗôÎØķ˨̜̇ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜ķ³ëØĿŞ̜İĈ³ÎØķ̜
³Đ̜ėÍĈôì³ĿôėĐ̜ėĐ̜ĿñØ̜ĐńĳķØ̜ėĳ̜ĎôÔŘôëØ̜Ŀė̜İĳėŗôÔØ̜Î³ĳØ̜

ŘôĿñôĐ̜ĿñØ̜ëĳ³ĎØŘėĳą̜ėë̜ĳØÎėìĐôŦôĐì̜³ĐÔ̜ĳØķİØÎĿôĐì̜ĿñØ̜
ÔôëëØĳØĐÎØ̜ėë̜³ĐŞ̜ôĐÔôŗôÔń³Ĉ˫̜˼ôĿ˽̜³ÔÔĳØķķØķ̜İėŘØĳ̜
ĳØĈ³ĿôėĐķñôİķ̜ÍØĿŘØØĐ̜ĿñØ̜ķØĳŗôÎØ̜İĳėŗôÔØĳ̜³ĐÔ̜ĿñØ̜

İØėİĈØ̜Řñė̜ńķØ̜ĿñØ̜ķØĳŗôÎØ̜̈˸İİ˧̜˄ˉ˃˾˄ˉ˄˹˧

ˁˀ

$OORZ�SDUWLFLSDQWV�WR�UHDG��,W�DOVR�HPSRZHUV�WKH�XVHUV�RI�WKH�VHUYLFH�WR�GHWHUPLQH�LI�
WKH�XVHU�IHOW�VDIH�

 ŴİůŴŢÕİİɖ��ŴŨůÕěĸěĸǗ��ü÷ÕĒŀĒɖ
y³ĳôķ̜˸˂ˀˁ˂˹̜ķĿ³ĿØķ̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜̇ÎńĈĿńĳ³ĈĈŞ̜ķńķĿ³ôĐôĐì̜İØÔ³ìėìŞ̜
ķØØąķ̜Ŀė̜İØĳİØĿń³ĿØ̜³ĐÔ̜ëėķĿØĳ́Ŀė̜ķńķĿ³ôĐ́ĈôĐìńôķĿôÎ˨̜

ĈôĿØĳ³ĿØ˨̜³ĐÔ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜İĈńĳ³ĈôķĎ̜³ķ̜İ³ĳĿ̜ėë̜ĿñØ̜ÔØĎėÎĳ³ĿôÎ̜
İĳėāØÎĿ̜ėë̜ķÎñėėĈôĐì̜̈˸İ˧̜ˉ˅˹˧̜y³ĳôķ̜˸˂ˀˁ˂˹̜ñôìñĈôìñĿķ̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜
ôĐ̜İĳėÎØķķ̜ėë̜ÍØôĐì̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³ĈĈŞ̜ķńķĿ³ôĐôĐì̜ŘØ̜ķñėńĈÔ̜ĐėĿ̜
ìØĐØĳ³ĈôŦØ˨̜ķôĎİĈôëŞ̜ėĳ̜ÎėĐĐØÎĿ̜ėĐĈŞ̜Ŀė̜İ³ķĿ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜

ôÔØĐĿôĿôØķ˨̜ôĐķĿØ³Ô̜̇ŘØ̜ĎńķĿ̜ÍØ̜ėİØĐ̜Ŀė̜ķńķĿ³ôĐôĐì̜ĿñØĎ̜
ôĐ̜ÍėĿñ̜ĿñØ̜Ŀĳ³ÔôĿôėĐ³Ĉ̜³ĐÔ̜ØŗėĈŗôĐì̜Ř³Şķ̜ĿñØŞ̜³ĳØ̜ĈôŗØÔ̜

³ĐÔ̜ńķØÔ̜Ŀė̜ÎėĐĿØĎİėĳ³ĳŞ̜ŞėńĐì̜İØėİĈØ̜̈˸İ˧̜ˉ˅˹˧

ˁˁ

$OORZ�SDUWLFLSDQWV�WR�UHDG��,Q�RUGHU�WR�SURYLGH�VWXGHQWV�ZLWK�D�VSDFH�WKDW�LV�FXOWXUDOO\�
VXVWDLQLQJ��WHDFKHUV�DQG�VFKRROV�VKRXOG�FRQQHFW�ZLWK�WKH�FRPPXQLWLHV�LQ�ZKLFK�
VWXGHQWV�DUH�IURP�LQ�RUGHU�WR�OHDUQ�DERXW�WUDGLWLRQV�DQG�HYROYLQJ�ZD\V�RI�EHLQJ�
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�Õđǃ��şÕñüȮ
yėĈĈØĿĿ³̜˸ˁˉˉˉ˹̜ÔØŪĐØķ̜ķ³ëØ̜ķİ³ÎØķ̜³ķ̜̇ķĎ³ĈĈ˾ķÎ³ĈØ̜

ķØĿĿôĐìķ̜ŘôĿñôĐ̜³̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ėĳ̜ĎėŗØĎØĐĿ̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜³ĳØ̜
ĳØĎėŗØÔ̜ëĳėĎ̜ĿñØ̜ÔôĳØÎĿ̜ÎėĐĿĳėĈ̜ėë̜ÔėĎôĐ³ĐĿ̜ìĳėńİķ˨̜³ĳØ̜
ŗėĈńĐĿ³ĳôĈŞ̜İ³ĳĿôÎôİ³ĿØÔ̜ôĐ˨̜³ĐÔ̜ìØĐØĳ³ĿØ̜ĿñØ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜
Îñ³ĈĈØĐìØ̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜İĳØÎØÔØķ̜ėĳ̜³ÎÎėĎİ³ĐôØķ̜İėĈôĿôÎ³Ĉ̜

ĎėÍôĈôŦ³ĿôėĐ̜̈˸İ˧̜ˁ˹˧̜8ØĿĐØĳ˨̜&Ĉ³ëĳėķ˨̜�ėĳĿėĈôĐ˨̜͉̜"ĳØÎñķĈØĳ̜
˸˂ˀˁ˂˹̜³ĳìńØ̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜ķ³ëØ̜ķİ³ÎØķ̜ØĐÎėĎİ³ķķ̜ĿñĳØØ̜

ÔôĎØĐķôėĐķ˨̜ôĐÎĈńÔôĐì̜̇ÎėĐĿØŝĿ̜˸ķ³ëØ̜ëĳėĎ̜Řñ³Ŀˮ˹˨̜
ĎØĎÍØĳķñôİ̜˸ķ³ëØ̜ëėĳ̜ŘñėĎˮ˹˨̜³ĐÔ̜³ÎĿôŗôĿŞ̜˸ķ³ëØ̜Ŀė̜Ôė̜

Řñ³Ŀˮ˹̜̈˸İ˧̜˂ˀ˄˹˧
ˁ˂

$OORZ�SDUWLFLSDQWV�WR�UHDG��*6$V�RU�*6'V�DUH�PHDQW�WR�EH�VDIH�VSDFHV��+RZHYHU��WR�
VXSSRUW�%,32&�/*%74�6��VWXGHQWV�WHDFKHU�OHDGV�PXVW�JR�IXUWKHU�DQG�SURYLGH�
VWXGHQWV�ZLWK�VDIHU�DQG�EUDYHU�VSDFHV�WKDW�DUH�FXOWXUDOO\�VDIH�DQG�VXVWDLQLQJ�

GěŨůŀŢěñÕǶ��üİüƉÕĸñǃ

ˁ˃

7KH�QH[W�VHFWLRQ�ZH�ZLOO�ORRN�D�ELW�GHHSHU�LQWR�LV�WKH�KLVWRULFDO�UHOHYDQFH�DV�LW�UHODWHV�
WR�FRORQL]DWLRQ�DQG�HXUR�ZHVWHUQ�EHOLHIV�LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�,QGLJHQRXV�SHRSOHV�
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γ AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜{˾˂�̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ĎØĎÍØĳķ̜ŘØĳØ̜³ÎÎØİĿØÔ̜ŘôĿñôĐ̜ķėĎØ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜
ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ̜ÍØëėĳØ̜ÎėĈėĐôŦ³ĿôėĐ˧
ż Z`�&˩̜&³Îñ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ñ³ķ̜İĳ³ÎĿôÎØķ˨̜ŗ³ĈńØķ̜³ĐÔ̜ÍØĈôØëķ̜ŘñôÎñ̜Ď³Ş̜ėĳ̜Ď³Ş̜ĐėĿ̜

ÍØ̜ķôĎôĈ³ĳ̜Ŀė̜ėĿñØĳ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ˧
γ X³ĐŞ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ̜ŗôØŘØÔ̜ìØĐÔØĳ̜³ĐÔ̜ķØŝń³ĈôĿŞ̜³ķ̜ūńôÔ̜³ĐÔ̜ĐėĐ˾ÍôĐ³ĳŞ˧
γ "³ąėĿ³̜ŘėĳÔķ̜ķńÎñ̜³ķ̜̇¡ôĐąĿØ̜̈³ĐÔ̜"ôĐØ̜˸Z³ŗ³āė˹̜ŘėĳÔķ̜ķńÎñ̜³ķ̜̇Z³ÔĈØØñØ̜̈ėĳ̜

̇Z³ÔĈØØñô̜̈ķńììØķĿ̜³ÎÎØİĿ³ĐÎØ̜Ŀñĳėńìñ̜Ĉ³Đìń³ìØ˧
γ {˾˂�̜İØėİĈØ̜ŘØĳØ̜ėëĿØĐ̜ĐėĿ̜ĿñØ̜ÍØ³ĳØĳķ̜ėë̜ÎñôĈÔĳØĐ˨̜ôĐķĿØ³Ô̜ĿñØŞ̜ñØĈÔ̜ĈØ³ÔØĳķñôİ̜ĳėĈØķ̜

ŘôĿñôĐ̜ĿñØ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ˧
γ �ėĎØ̜{˾˂�̜İØėİĈØ̜ŘØĳØ̜ķİôĳôĿń³Ĉ̜ĈØ³ÔØĳķ̜³ĐÔ̜ĳØķİØÎĿØÔ̜ÍØÎ³ńķØ̜ĿñØŞ̜ŘØĳØ̜³ÍĈØ̜Ŀė̜ķØØ̜

³ķİØÎĿķ̜ėë̜ĈôëØ̜Ŀñĳėńìñ̜ëØĎ³ĈØ̜³ĐÔ̜Ď³ĈØ̜ķİôĳôĿķ˧
γ `ĿñØĳķ̜{˾˂�̜İØėİĈØ̜ŘôĿñôĐ̜ĿñØ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ŘØĳØ̜ėëĿØĐ̜ØÔńÎ³Ŀėĳķ˨̜ñØ³ĈØĳķ˨̜³ĐÔ̜

ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ĈØ³ÔØĳķ˨̜ŘñėķØ̜̇Ĳń³ĈôĿôØķ̜ŘØĳØ̜ķØØĐ̜Ŀė̜³ÔÔ̜ŗ³ĈńØ̜³ĐÔ̜ÎėĐĿĳôÍńĿØ̜Ŀė̜ĈôëØ̜
ŘôĿñôĐ̜ĿñØ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ̜̈˸XØŞØĳ˾�ėėą̜͉̜R³ÍØĈĈØ˨̜˂ˀˀ˄˨̜İ˧̜˃ˀ˹˧

ˁ˄

�ŢǃЉ ŀİŀĸěƙÕůěŀǾ

7KLV�VOLGH�VKRZV�VRPH�RI�WKH�SUH�FRORQL]DWLRQ�YLHZV�WRZDUG�4��6�SHRSOHV�LQ�VRPH�
,QGLJHQRXV�FRPPXQLWLHV���,W�VKRXOG�EH�QRWHG�WKDW�HDFK�FRPPXQLW\�KDV�SUDFWLFHV��
YDOXHV�DQG�EHOLHIV�ZKLFK�PD\�RU�PD\�QRW�EH�VLPLODU�WR�RWKHU�FRPPXQLWLHV���7KXV�ZH�
PXVW�UHFRJQL]H�WKDW�QRW�DOO�FRPPXQLWLHV�PD\�KDYH�EHHQ�RSHQ�DQG�DFFHSWLQJ�RI�4��6�
SHRSOHV���+RZHYHU��ZH�FDQ�VHH�WKDW�IURP�PXFK�RI�WKH�UHVHDUFK�WKDW�WKHUH�ZHUH�PDQ\�
ZKR�ORRNHG�XS�WR�DQG�UHVSHFWHG�4��6�FRPPXQLW\�PHPEHUV�
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γ �ėĈėĐôŦ³ĿôėĐ̜ÍĳėńìñĿ̜&ńĳėİØ³Đ̜ķØĿĿĈØĳ̜ÍØĈôØëķ̜ėë̜ìØĐÔØĳ̜³ĐÔ̜ķØŝń³ĈôĿŞ˨̜ŘñØĳØ̜ÍôĐ³ĳôØķ˨̜
Ď³ĈØ̜ėĳ̜ëØĎ³ĈØ˨̜ñØĿØĳėķØŝń³Ĉ̜ėĳ̜ñėĎėķØŝń³Ĉ˨̜ŘØĳØ̜ĿñØ̜ÔėĎôĐ³ĐĿ̜ĐėĳĎķ˧

γ X³ĐŞ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜R�9�{̜³ĐÔ̜�Řė˾�İôĳôĿ̜İØėİĈØ̜ŘØĐĿ̜ôĐĿė̜ñôÔôĐì̜³ĐÔ̜ŘØĳØ̜ëėĳÎØÔ̜ėńĿ̜
ėë̜ĿñØôĳ̜ØķĿØØĎØÔ̜ĳėĈØķ̜³ĐÔ̜İėķôĿôėĐķ̜ôĐ̜ĿñØ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ˧

γ �ĳĿôë³ÎĿķ̜ŘØĳØ̜ÔØķĿĳėŞØÔ˨̜ėĳ³Ĉ̜ñôķĿėĳŞ̜Ŀ³ôĐĿØÔ̜ÍŞ̜ĐėĐ˾ôĐÎĈńķôŗØ̜ÍØĈôØëķ˨̜³ĐÔ̜İĳėāØÎĿķ̜Ŀė̜
ØĈôĎôĐ³ĿØ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜{˾˂�̜İØėİĈØ̜ŘØĳØ̜ØĐ³ÎĿØÔ

γ AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜{˾˂�̜İØėİĈØ̜ĐėŘ̜ë³ÎØ̜Ď³ĐŞ̜İķŞÎñėķėÎô³Ĉ˨̜ķėÎôėØÎėĐėĎôÎ̜³ĐÔ̜İñŞķôÎ³Ĉ̜
³ÍńķØķ

γ X³ĐŞ̜ë³ĎôĈôØķ̜³ĐÔ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ̜ĳØāØÎĿ̜{˾˂�̜İØėİĈØ̜ÍØÎ³ńķØ̜ėë̜ĿñØ̜ôĐūńØĐÎØķ̜ėë̜
&ńĳė˾ŘØķĿØĳĐ̜ĳØĈôìôėĐķ̜Ŀñ³Ŀ̜ķØØ̜ĿñØĎ̜³ķ̜ķôĐëńĈ

γ AĐ̜Ď³ĐŞ̜ĳØĎėĿØ̜ėĳ̜ôķėĈ³ĿØÔ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ̜ĿñØ̜ôĐūńØĐÎØ̜ėë̜ĿñØ̜�³ĿñėĈôÎ̜�ñńĳÎñ̜ôķ̜ķĿôĈĈ̜
ĲńôĿØ̜ķĿĳėĐì

γ {˾˂�̜ŞėńĿñ̜ôĐ̜ĳØĎėĿØ̜³ĐÔ̜ĳńĳ³Ĉ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿôØķ̜ñ³ŗØ̜ŗØĳŞ̜ĈôĎôĿØÔ̜³ÎÎØķķ̜Ŀė̜R9��̯̜ĳØĈ³ĿØÔ̜
ĳØķėńĳÎØķ̜³ĐÔ̜ķńİİėĳĿķ˧

ˁ˅

�ȆŨȵЉ ŀİŀĸěƙÕůěŀǾ�ůȆ��ŢüŨüĸȵ

$V�PRUH�DQG�PRUH�(XURSHDQV�FDPH�WR�1RUWK�$PHULFD�DQG�RWKHU�FRQWLQHQWV�DURXQG�
WKH�ZRUOG�WKH\�EURXJKW�ZLWK�WKHP�D�VHW�RI�EHOLHIV�ZKLFK�ZHUH�YHU\�GLIIHUHQW�WKDQ�WKH�
,QGLJHQRXV�SHRSOH�OLYLQJ�LQ�HDFK�DUHD���7KH�(XURSHDQV�YLHZHG�WKHLU�EHOLHIV�DV�IDU�
VXSHULRU�DQG�EHJDQ�WR�IRUFH�WKH�HXUR�ZHVWHUQ�ZD\�RI�NQRZLQJ�DQG�EHLQJ�RQWR�WKH�
,QGLJHQRXV�SRSXODWLRQ��2QH�RI�WKHVH�EHOLHIV�LQFOXGHG�WKH�ELQDU\�RI�JHQGHU��ZKHUH�
WKHUH�DUH�RQO\�WZR�JHQGHUV�PDOH�DQG�IHPDOH�ZLWK�WKH�DLP�RI�SURFUHDWLRQ�UHTXLULQJ�
KHWHURVH[XDO�QRUPV��7KHVH�HXURFHQWULF�ZRUOGYLHZV�DQG�EHOLHIV�DUH�VWLOO�YHU\�SUHYDOHQW�
LQ�PDQ\�,QGLJHQRXV�FRPPXQLWLHV�WRGD\��+RZHYHU��PDQ\�,QGLJHQRXV�SHRSOHV�DUH�WU\LQJ�
WR�UHVWRUH�DQG�UHFODLP�WKHLU�SDVW�LGHQWLW\��
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JĸŨěĒĘůȮ�@Ţŀǽ�ķɖ�ŀƊǾ��ŴüüȨ��üɬİüȨ�
,÷ŴñÕůŀȨ�A���XŀŴŢĸüɖ

ˁˆ

JůüķȮ�đŀȨ�ñŀĸŨě÷üŢÕůěŀǾ�ƊĘüǾ�ůĘěĸĭěĸǗ�ÕðŀŴȵ�
Ęŀɐ�ůȆ�üĸŨŴŢǃ�ŨÕđǃ�ŨşÕñüȮ�đŀȨ�Jĸ÷ěĒüĸŀŴȮ�ƐŀŴůǝ�

ěǾ�ŀŴȨ�ŨñĘŀŀİȮ

,�KDYH�EHHQ�WHDFKLQJ�IRU�RYHU����\HDUV�DQG�DERXW����\HDUV�DJR�,�VWDUWHG�WR�ZRUN�ZLWK�
RWKHU�WHDFKHUV�WR�KHOS�VXSSRUW�VWXGHQWV�ZKR�ZHUH�HLWKHU�TXHVWLRQLQJ�WKHLU�JHQGHU�DQG�
VH[XDO�LGHQWLW\�RU�ZDQWHG�WR�EH�DQ�DOO\�WR�VXSSRUW�WKRVH�ZKR�ZHUH��$V�SDUW�RI�P\�
SRUWIROLR��,�UHIOHFWHG�RQ�P\�WLPH�VSHQW�ZRUNLQJ�ZLWK�%,32&�VWXGHQWV�LQ�VRXWKHUQ�
2QWDULR�ZKR�ZHUH�LQYROYHG�LQ�RXU�VFKRRO�*6$��,�ZURWH�VWRULHV�DV�,�UHIOHFWHG�RQ�P\�
H[SHULHQFHV��,�XVHG�WKHVH�VWRULHV�DV�GDWD�DQG�DQDO\]HG�WKHP�WR�ILQG�FRPPRQ�WKHPHV�
DQG�GLVFRYHUHG���NH\�WKHPHV�RU�LVVXHV��0\�VWRULHV�DUH�DOO�LQWHUFRQQHFWHG�DQG�VHYHUDO�
WKHPHV�FDQ�EH�GHULYHG�IURP�HDFK�DFFRXQW��EXW�HDFK�VWRU\�KDV�RQH�GRPLQDQW�WKHPH�RI�
TXHHU�SHGDJRJ\�ZKLFK�,�ZLOO�KLJKOLJKW�LQ�WKH�QH[W�IHZ�VOLGHV��
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�ñüĸÕŢěȆȮϳ� ŢüÕůěĸǗ�
 ŴİůŴŢÕİİɖ��Õđǃϴ��Ţě÷ǃ�
JĸŨůěİİěĸǗ��şÕñüȮ�@ŀȨ�

Jĸ÷ěĒüĸŀŴȮ��Љϟ���ůŴ÷üĸůȮ

˂˃

)RU�WKH�IROORZLQJ��ZH�DUH�JRLQJ�WR�H[DPLQH���VFHQDULRV�ZLWK�D�WRRO�FDOOHG�)RUXP�
7KHDWUH��'DYLG�)DUPHU��DQ�DZDUG�ZLQQLQJ�ZULWHU��WKHDWUH�GLUHFWRU�DQG�GUDPD�
FRQVXOWDQW�QRWHV�RQ�KLV�ZHEVLWH�KWWSV���GUDPDUHVRXUFH�FRP�IRUXP�WKHDWUH��WKDW�)RUXP�
WKHDWUH�LV��

³$�WHFKQLTXH�SLRQHHUHG�E\�%UD]LOLDQ�UDGLFDO�$XJXVWR�%RDO��$�SOD\�RU�VFHQH��XVXDOO\�
LQGLFDWLQJ�VRPH�NLQG�RI�RSSUHVVLRQ��LV�VKRZQ�WZLFH��'XULQJ�WKH�UHSOD\��DQ\�PHPEHU�RI�
WKH�DXGLHQFH��µVSHFW�DFWRU¶��LV�DOORZHG�WR�VKRXW�µ6WRS�¶��VWHS�IRUZDUG�DQG�WDNH�WKH�
SODFH�RI�RQH�RI�WKH�RSSUHVVHG�FKDUDFWHUV��VKRZLQJ�KRZ�WKH\�FRXOG�FKDQJH�WKH�
VLWXDWLRQ�WR�HQDEOH�D�GLIIHUHQW�RXWFRPH��6HYHUDO�DOWHUQDWLYHV�PD\�EH�H[SORUHG�E\�
GLIIHUHQW�VSHFW�DFWRUV��7KH�RWKHU�DFWRUV�UHPDLQ�LQ�FKDUDFWHU��LPSURYLVLQJ�WKHLU�
UHVSRQVHV��$�IDFLOLWDWRU��-RNHU��LV�QHFHVVDU\�WR�HQDEOH�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�
SOD\HUV�DQG�WKH�DXGLHQFH�

7KH�VWUDWHJ\�EUHDNV�WKURXJK�WKH�EDUULHU�EHWZHHQ�SHUIRUPHUV�DQG�DXGLHQFH��SXWWLQJ�
WKHP�RQ�DQ�HTXDO�IRRWLQJ��,W�HQDEOHV�SDUWLFLSDQWV�WR�WU\�RXW�FRXUVHV�RI�DFWLRQ�ZKLFK�
FRXOG�EH�DSSOLFDEOH�WR�WKHLU�HYHU\GD\�OLYHV��2ULJLQDOO\�WKH�WHFKQLTXH�ZDV�GHYHORSHG�E\�
%RDO�DV�D�SROLWLFDO�WRRO�IRU�FKDQJH��SDUW�RI�WKH�7KHDWUH�RI�WKH�2SSUHVVHG���EXW�KDV�
EHHQ�ZLGHO\�DGDSWHG�IRU�XVH�LQ�HGXFDWLRQDO�FRQWH[WV�´�

)DUPHU��'���������$SULO������)RUXP�7KHDWUH��'UDPD�5HVRXUFH��
KWWSV���GUDPDUHVRXUFH�FRP�IRUXP�WKHDWUH��
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Ɣ �ĿńÔØĐĿ̜ôķ̜ëĳėĎ̜³̜ĳØĎėĿØ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜³ĐÔ̜ñ³ķ̜ĳØÎØĐĿĈŞ̜ĎėŗØÔ̜Ŀė̜
³Đ̜ńĳÍ³Đ̜ÎØĐĿĳØ̜ôĐ̜ZėĳĿñØĳĐ̜`ĐĿ³ĳôė

Ɣ yĳØŗôėńķ̜ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ôķ̜ôķėĈ³ĿØÔ̜³ĐÔ̜ñØ³ŗôĈŞ̜ôĐūńØĐÎØÔ̜ÍŞ̜ĿñØ̜
�³ĿñėĈôÎ̜ÎñńĳÎñ

Ɣ �ĿńÔØĐĿ̜ñ³ķ̜ĐØŗØĳ̜̇ĎØĿ̜̈³ĐėĿñØĳ̜ĎØĎÍØĳ̜ėë̜ĿñØ̜R9��{˂�̜
ÎėĎĎńĐôĿŞ̜ÍńĿ̜ñ³ķ̜ķØØĐ̜̇ėńĿ̜̈³ĐÔ̜İĳėńÔ̜ĳØİĳØķØĐĿ³ĿôŗØķ̜ėĐ̜� ̜
³ĐÔ̜ôĐĿØĳĐØĿ˵ĎØÔô³˧̜̜

Ɣ >ėĎėİñėÍôÎ̜ÎėĎĎØĐĿķ̜³ĳØ̜ĳØìńĈ³ĳĈŞ̜Ď³ÔØ̜ÍŞ̜ØŝĿØĐÔØÔ̜ë³ĎôĈŞ̜
ŘñØĐ̜ØĐÎėńĐĿØĳôĐì̜ì³Ş̜ĳØİĳØķØĐĿ³ĿôėĐ̜ėĐ̜ĎØÔô³˧

Ɣ �ĿńÔØĐĿ̜ôÔØĐĿôŪØķ̜³ķ̜ì³Ş̜³ĐÔ̜Ď³ĈØ̜ÍńĿ̜ĐėĿ̜̇ėńĿ̜̈Ŀė̜ë³ĎôĈŞ̜ÔńØ̜Ŀė̜
ëØ³ĳ̜ėë̜ĳØāØÎĿôėĐ̜³ĐÔ̜ĳØİĳ³ôķ³Ĉķ˧

Ɣ ¡ėĎØĐ̜³ĳØ̜ĐėĿ̜ėŗØĳĿĈŞ̜ĳØķİØÎĿØÔ̜³ĐÔ̜ôĐĿØĳìØĐØĳ³ĿôėĐ³Ĉ̜Ŀĳ³ńĎ³̜ôķ̜
İĳØŗ³ĈØĐĿ˧

Ɣ �ĈĈ̜ìĳ³ĐÔİ³ĳØĐĿķ̜³ĿĿØĐÔØÔ̜ĳØķôÔØĐĿô³Ĉ̜ķÎñėėĈķ˧
{ńØķĿôėĐ̜ëėĳ̜�ėĐķôÔØĳ³ĿôėĐ˩
>ėŘ̜Ôė̜ŘØ̜ØĐķńĳØ̜³̜ķ³ëØ̜ķİ³ÎØ̜ôķ̜ÎĳØ³ĿØÔ̜ôĐ̜ķÎñėėĈ̜³ĐÔ̜ÔôķĿôĐÎĿ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜
ôÔØĐĿôĿŞ̜ĳØķİØÎĿØÔˮ

˂˄

�ñüĸÕŢěȆ�ϸϞ

8VLQJ�WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�SRVWHG�RQ�WKLV�VOLGH��\RX�ZLOO�EH�DFWLQJ�DV�WKH�*6$�OHDG�WHDFKHU�
WU\LQJ�WR�GHWHUPLQH�KRZ�WR�EHVW�VXSSRUW�WKH�VWXGHQW��:LWK�D�FROOHDJXH�V���WKLQN�RI�
FRQGLWLRQV�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�D�*6$�WKDW�ZRXOG�GHYHORS�D�PRUH�LQFOXVLYH��FXOWXUDOO\�
VXVWDLQLQJ��VDIHU�VSDFH�IRU�4��6�VWXGHQWV�OLNH�WKLV�

Ɣ AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜Řñė̜³İİØ³ĳ˨̜Ŀñĳėńìñ̜ÔĳØķķ̜ėĳ̜³ÎĿôėĐķ˨̜
Ŀė̜ÍØ̜ìØĐÔØĳ̜ĲńØØĳ˨̜ì³Ş̜ėĳ̜ĈØķÍô³Đ̜³ĳØ̜ÍØôĐì̜ėİİĳØķķØÔ̜
ÔôëëØĳØĐĿĈŞ̜Ŀñ³Đ̜ĿñØôĳ̜R9��{̜İØØĳķ̜Řñė̜ôÔØĐĿôëŞ̜³ķ̜ŘñôĿØ˧̜̜
�ñØ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜{˾˂�̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜³ĳØ̜ÍØôĐì̜ĿØ³ķØÔ˨̜ĎôĎôÎąØÔ˨̜
ĳôÔôÎńĈØÔ̜³ĐÔ̜ÍńĈĈôØÔ̜ĎėĳØ̜ôĐ̜ĿñØ̜ķÎñėėĈ̜ØĐŗôĳėĐĎØĐĿ˧

Ɣ �ñØ̜9��˵9�"̜ôķ̜ÎėĐķôÔØĳØÔ̜³̜ķ³ëØ̜ķİ³ÎØ̜ëėĳ̜³ĈĈ̜ôĐ̜
³ĿĿØĐÔ³ĐÎØ˨̜³ĐÔ̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜ėëĿØĐ̜Ř³ĐĿ̜Ŀė̜ėİØĐĈŞ̜ÔôķÎńķķ̜
ÎėĐÎØĳĐķ˾ķńÎñ̜³ķ̜ÍńĈĈŞôĐì˾̜ŘôĿñėńĿ̜³Đ̜ØķÎ³Ĉ³ĿôėĐ̜ėĳ̜
ÔôķÎńķķôėĐ̜ŘôĿñ̜³ÔĎôĐôķĿĳ³ĿôėĐ˧̜̜

Ɣ `ëĿØĐ˨̜ĲńØØĳ̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜Řñė̜³Ĉķė̜ôÔØĐĿôëŞ̜³ķ̜�Ay`�̜Ôė̜ĐėĿ̜ëØØĈ̜
ÎėĎëėĳĿ³ÍĈØ̜ķñ³ĳôĐì̜ĿñØôĳ̜ėİİĳØķķôėĐķ̜ŘôĿñôĐ̜ĿñØ̜9��˧

{ńØķĿôėĐ̜ëėĳ̜�ėĐķôÔØĳ³ĿôėĐ˩
�ķ̜³̜9��̜RØ³Ô˨̜ñėŘ̜Ôė̜Şėń̜ØĐķńĳØ̜³̜ķ³ëØ̜ķİ³ÎØ̜ëėĳ̜³ĈĈ̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜Ŀė̜
ėİØĐĈŞ̜ķñ³ĳØ̜ĿñØôĳ̜ĈôŗØÔ̜ØŝİØĳôØĐÎØķ˨̜ôĐÎĈńÔôĐì̜ėİİĳØķķôėĐķˮ

˂˅

�ñüĸÕŢěȆ�ϸϟ

8VLQJ�WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�SRVWHG�RQ�WKLV�VOLGH��\RX�ZLOO�EH�DFWLQJ�DV�WKH�*6$�OHDG�WHDFKHU�
WU\LQJ�WR�GHWHUPLQH�KRZ�WR�EHVW�VXSSRUW�WKHVH�4��6�VWXGHQWV��:LWK�D�FROOHDJXH�V���
GHYHORS�D�PRUH�LQFOXVLYH��FXOWXUDOO\�VXVWDLQLQJ��VDIHU�VSDFH�IRU�VWXGHQWV�OLNH�WKHVH�
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˂ˆ

�ėĐÎĈńķôėĐ

9��ķ˨̜ĲńØØĳ̜ØÔńÎ³Ŀėĳķ̜³ĐÔ̜³ĈĈôØķ̜ŘėĳąôĐì̜
ĿėìØĿñØĳ̜Ŀė̜ÎĳØ³ĿØ̜ķ³ëØĳ˨̜ÔØÎėĈėĐô³Ĉ̜ķİ³ÎØķ̜
ôĐ̜ķÎñėėĈķ̜Ď³Ş̜ĐėĿ̜ėĐĈŞ̜ëėķĿØĳ̜ÎńĈĿńĳ³Ĉ̜

ķİ³ÎØķ̜ŘñØĳØ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜ŞėńĿñ̜Î³Đ̜ÎĈ³ôĎ̜
ĿñØôĳ̜ôÔØĐĿôĿôØķ˨̜ÍńĿ̜ĿñØŞ̜Ď³Ş̜³Ĉķė̜ķ³ŗØ̜ĿñØ̜

ĈôŗØķ̜ėë̜ŞėńĐì̜{˾˂�̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ̜˸�³ĳąØĳ˨̜
9ėėÔĎ³Đ˨̜"Ø�ØÎą˨̜˂ˀˁˇ˹˧

˂ˇ

*6$V��TXHHU�HGXFDWRUV�DQG�DOOLHV�ZRUNLQJ�WRJHWKHU�WR�FUHDWH�VDIHU��GHFRORQLDO�VSDFHV�
LQ�VFKRROV�PD\�QRW�RQO\�IRVWHU�FXOWXUDO�VSDFHV�ZKHUH�,QGLJHQRXV�\RXWK�FDQ�FODLP�WKHLU�
LGHQWLWLHV��EXW�WKH\�PD\�DOVR�VDYH�WKH�OLYHV�RI�\RXQJ�4��6�VWXGHQWV��7RR�PDQ\�
VWXGHQWV�KDYH�QRW�KDG�WKH�RSSRUWXQLW\�WR�H[SORUH�WKHLU�RZQ�JHQGHU�DQG�VH[XDO�LGHQWLW\�
ZLWKLQ�WKH�SXEOLF�VFKRRO�V\VWHP��7KLV�LV�RXU�RSSRUWXQLW\�WR�ZRUN�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�
FRPPXQLWLHV�WR�OHDUQ��GHYHORS�DQG�JURZ�LQ�RUGHU�WR�VXSSRUW�4��6�\RXWK�DQG�WKHLU�
IDPLOLHV���7KDQN�\RX�IRU�WDNLQJ�WKH�WLPH�WR�SDUWLFLSDWH��OHDUQ�DQG�HQJDJH�LQ�PHDQLQJIXO�
GLDORJXH���6KRXOG�\RX�KDYH�DQ\�IXUWKHU�TXHVWLRQV�SOHDVH�UHDFK�RXW��
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˂ˈ

|ØëØĳØĐÎØķ

�ñ³Î³ÍŞ˨̜X˧˾Z˧˨̜͉̜yĈńĎĎØĳ˨̜X˧̜R˧̜˸˂ˀˁˆ˹˧̜�̜ĿŘė˾ķİôĳôĿ̜āėńĳĐØŞ˩̜�ñØ̜³ńĿėÍôėìĳ³İñŞ̜ėë̜³̜ĈØķÍô³Đ̜`āôÍŘ³˾�ĳØØ̜ØĈÔØĳ˧̜¡ôĐĐôİØì˨̜X�˩̜
�ĐôŗØĳķôĿŞ̜ėë̜X³ĐôĿėÍ³̜yĳØķķ˧

�ĳ³ôì˨̜�˧̜R˧˨̜XÎAĐĳėŞ˨̜R˧̜�˧˨̜͉̜�ńķĿôĐ˨̜�˧̜˸˂ˀˁˈ˹˧̜̇�ėĎØėĐØ̜Ŀė̜ñ³ŗØ̜ĎŞ̜Í³Îą̈˩̜&ŝİĈėĳôĐì̜ĿñØ̜ĐØØÔķ̜ėë̜ĳ³Îô³ĈĈŞ̜³ĐÔ̜ØĿñĐôÎ³ĈĈŞ̜ÔôŗØĳķØ̜
ĈØķÍô³Đ˨̜ì³Ş˨̜ÍôķØŝń³Ĉ˨̜³ĐÔ̜Ŀĳ³ĐķìØĐÔØĳ̜ñôìñ̜ķÎñėėĈ̜ķĿńÔØĐĿķ˧̜�ñôĈÔĳØĐ̜͉̜�ÎñėėĈķ˨̜˄ˀ˸˄˹˨̜˂˃ˁ̀˂˃ˉ˧̜Ôėô˩̜ˁˀ˧ˁˀˉ˃˵Îķ˵ÎÔŞˀˁˆ

9ôĈĈØŞ˨̜�˧̜N˧̜˸˂ˀˀˆ˹˧̜�ØÎėĎôĐì̜ĿŘė˾ķİôĳôĿ˩̜ì³Ş̜ôÔØĐĿôĿŞ̜³ĐÔ̜ķėÎô³Ĉ̜³ÎÎØİĿ³ĐÎØ̜ôĐ̜AĐÔô³Đ̜ÎėńĐĿĳŞ˧̜RôĐÎėĈĐ˨̜Z&˩̜�ĐôŗØĳķôĿŞ̜ėë̜ZØÍĳ³ķą³̜
yĳØķķ˧

>ôììôĐķ˨̜X˧˨̜X³ÔÔØĐ˨̜�˧˨̜͉̜PėĳĿØŘØì˨̜R˧̜˸˂ˀˁ˅˹˧̜¡ôĿĐØķķôĐì̜˸ñ³ĈĿØÔ˹̜ÔØÎėĐķĿĳńÎĿôėĐ˩̜¡ñôĿØ̜ĿØ³ÎñØĳķ̜̉İØĳëØÎĿ̜ķĿĳ³ĐìØĳ̜̊İėķôĿôėĐ̜
ŘôĿñôĐ̜ńĳÍ³Đ̜AĐÔôìØĐėńķ̜ØÔńÎ³ĿôėĐ˧̜|³ÎØ̜&ĿñĐôÎôĿŞ̜³ĐÔ̜&ÔńÎ³ĿôėĐ˨̜ˁˈ˸˂˹˨̜˂˅ˁ˾˂ˇˆ˧̜Ôėô˩̜ˁˀ˧ˁˀˈˀ˵ˁ˃ˆˁ˃˃˂˄˧˂ˀˁ˂˧ˇ˅ˉˉ˃˂

PėķÎôŘ˨̜N˧̜9˧˨̜"ô³Ŧ˨̜&˧̜X˧˨̜͉̜9ĳØŞĿ³ą˨̜&˧̜�˧̜˸˂ˀˀˈ˹˧̜�ñØ̜˂ˀˀˇ̜Đ³ĿôėĐ³Ĉ̜ķÎñėėĈ̜ÎĈôĎ³ĿØ̜ķńĳŗØŞ˩̜�ñØ̜ØŝİØĳôØĐÎØķ̜ėë̜ĈØķÍô³Đ˨̜ì³Ş˨̜ÍôķØŝń³Ĉ˨̜
³ĐÔ̜Ŀĳ³ĐķìØĐÔØĳ̜ŞėńĿñ̜ôĐ̜ėńĳ̜Đ³ĿôėĐ̊ķ̜ķÎñėėĈķ˧̜ZØŘ̜§ėĳą˩̜9³Ş˨̜RØķÍô³Đ̜³ĐÔ̜�Ŀĳ³ôìñĿ̜&ÔńÎ³ĿôėĐ̜ZØĿŘėĳą˧

y³ĳôķ˨̜"˧̜˸˂ˀˁ˂˹̜�ńĈĿńĳ³ĈĈŞ̜ķńķĿ³ôĐôĐì̜İØÔ³ìėìŞ˩̜�̜ĐØØÔØÔ̜Îñ³ĐìØ̜ôĐ̜ķĿ³ĐÎØ˨̜ĿØĳĎôĐėĈėìŞ˨̜³ĐÔ̜İĳ³ÎĿôÎØ˧̜&ÔńÎ³ĿôėĐ³Ĉ̜|ØķØ³ĳÎñØĳ˨̜
˄ˁ˸˃˹˨̜ˉ˃˾ˉˇ˧̜Ôėô˩̜ˁˀ˧˃ˁˀ˂˵ˀˀˁ˃ˁˈˉ¦ˁ˂˄˄ˁ˂˄˄

yĈ³Đ̜AĐĿØĳĐ³ĿôėĐ³Ĉ˧̜̜˸˂ˀˁˉ˨̜`ÎĿ̜˂˂˹˧̜�Øŝń³Ĉ̜ėĳôØĐĿ³ĿôėĐˮ̜9ØĐÔØĳ̜ôÔØĐĿôĿŞˮ̜¡ñ³Ŀ̑ķ̜ĿñØ̜ÔôëëØĳØĐÎØˮ̜˼ ôÔØė˽˧̜§ėń�ńÍØ˧̜
ñĿĿİķ˩˵˵ ŞėńĿń˧ÍØ˵�ˆ˃¦Đ˾˾ôˁ˃ė

�ñØİİ³ĳÔ˨̜X˧˨̜͉̜X³Şė˨̜N˧̜�˧̜˸˂ˀˁ˃˹˧̜�ñØ̜ķėÎô³Ĉ̜ÎėĐķĿĳńÎĿôėĐ̜ėë̜ìØĐÔØĳ̜³ĐÔ̜ķØŝń³ĈôĿŞ˩̜RØ³ĳĐôĐì̜ëĳėĎ̜ĿŘė̜ķİôĳôĿ̜Ŀĳ³ÔôĿôėĐķ˧̜�ėÎô³Ĉ̜
�ĿńÔôØķ˨̜ˁˀ˄˸ˆ˹˨̜˂˅ˉ̀˂ˇˀ˧̜Ôėô˩̜ˁˀ˧ˁˀˈˀ˵ˀˀ˃ˇˇˉˉˆ˧˂ˀˁ˃˧ˇˈˈ˄ˇ˂

�ĳ³Đķ̜�ĿńÔØĐĿ̜&ÔńÎ³ĿôėĐ³Ĉ̜|ØķėńĳÎØķ̜˸˂ˀˁ˅˹˧̜�ñØ̜9ØĐÔØĳ̜�ĐôÎėĳĐ˧̜ŘŘŘ˧Ŀĳ³ĐķķĿńÔØĐĿ˧ėĳì˵ìØĐÔØĳ˧
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 Ţü÷ěůȮ
�İØÎô³Ĉ̜Ŀñ³Đąķ̜Ŀė̜³ĈĈ̜ĿñØ̜İØėİĈØ̜Řñė̜Ď³ÔØ̜
³ĐÔ̜ĳØĈØ³ķØÔ̜ĿñØķØ̜³ŘØķėĎØ̜ĳØķėńĳÎØķ̜ëėĳ̜
ëĳØØ˩
γ yĳØķØĐĿ³ĿôėĐ̜ĿØĎİĈ³ĿØ̜ÍŞ̜

�ĈôÔØķ�³ĳĐôŗ³Ĉ
γ yñėĿėìĳ³İñķ̜ÍŞ̜�ĐķİĈ³ķñ

˃ˀ
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Chapter 6: Conclusion – Self Reflection 

 It has been almost three years since my Master of Education journey began. I have finally 

made it to the conclusion and it has been an incredible journey of unlearning, relearning and 

determining my role in reconciliation. The process of self-reflection and story writing can be 

quite daunting, but to move forward, I had to re-consider my past, how I worked through 

difficult situations, and honestly and critically examine what I can do differently to better support 

the Indigenous students and families that I work with. Thinking about and digging deeper into 

my privilege as a White settler teacher has been a very humbling process as I consider the space 

and life opportunities I have had in comparison to BIPOC-LGBTQ2S+ youth and families and 

how these experiences have influenced the way I operate in the world and teach in schools today. 

In reading this portfolio, it is my hope that other settler teachers become better decolonial 

allies to Q-2S Indigenous students by working in partnership with Indigenous families and 

communities to create culturally safer, sustaining and braver spaces in schools. It is also my hope 

that settler teachers who use information from this portfolio will aim to follow the four Rs of 

Kirkness and Barnhardt (1991), including respect, relevance, reciprocity, and responsibility when 

working with Q-2S youth. To do so, settler teachers must be reflexive practitioners and become 

more than allies by challenging the status quo and digging deeper into the colonial influences on 

privilege and power (Potvin, 2020). Settler educators should also check in to ensure that 

racialized Q-2S youth feel safe in classrooms and schools by having the multiple dimensions of 

their identity affirmed, while also recognizing and authentically engaging their sexual/gender 

diversity (Craig, McInroy & Austin, 2018; Erney & Weber, 2018). Using the themes and action 

items from task two and task three of this portfolio, settler teachers should be better prepared to 

explore decolonial queer pedagogy to disrupt the heteronormative practices that continue to 
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influence schools and make education programs and practices culturally safe and sustaining 

spaces for wellbeing and thriving for all LGBTQ2S-BIPOC youth. I am honoured to be in a 

position where I can make positive changes for LGBTQ2S+ youth in schools. Had a teacher been 

brave enough to do the same for me when I was in school, it certainly would have changed my 

life because I would have found earlier acceptance and comfort with who I always knew I was.  
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